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The Bromine/Nitrobenzene Redox Flow Battery: 

Mechanism of the Bromide/Bromine Reaction in Nitrobenzene and 

Characterization of Supporting Electrolytes 

 

Brenton Edgar Bennett, PhD 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Allen J. Bard 

 

This work presents the first redox flow battery (RFB) to use the redox active liquids 

bromine (Br2) and nitrobenzene (NB) as both solvents and redox species. Because the 

supporting electrolyte (SE) is the only solute, instead of SE and an additional salt 

containing a redox species, the capacity of this RFB is limited only by the solubility of the 

SE and not by the solubility of the redox species coexisting in solution with SE. In addition 

to the increased capacity, this battery has a nominal cell voltage of 2.1 V, compared to 1.5 

V or less for most aqueous systems. Therefore, this new all-liquid RFB system can reach 

energy densities more than twice that of traditional RFBs, over 100 Wh/L with 3 M SE and 

potentially close to 200 Wh/L with 5 M SE. 

In addition to the development of a prototype Br2/NB RFB, two specific aspects of 

this system were studied. First, the mechanism of the Br-/Br2 redox reaction in NB was 

characterized for the first time. As with the majority of halide/halogen reactions in 

nonaqueous solvents, this reaction proceeds in two distinct steps through a stable Br3
- 

intermediate. An intermediate during Br- oxidation was identified using scanning 

electrochemical microscopy (SECM), and a mechanism for Br- oxidation was proposed to 

explain that observation. Then a full Br-/Br2 reaction mechanism, including the elementary 
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reaction steps and relevant parameters, was developed using simulations of cyclic 

voltammograms in a variety of Br-, Br2, and Br3
- solutions. 

Second, the solubility, conductivity, and viscosity of novel SEs containing the 

asymmetric cation dimethyldipropylammonium (DMDP+) in NB solutions were measured. 

This cation has the same molecular weight as the symmetric tetraethylammonium cation 

(TEA+), but its salts are roughly an order of magnitude more soluble in NB, sometimes 

exceeding 3 M. Compared to solutions with salts containing the larger 

tetrabutylammonium cation (TBA+), which are equally as soluble in NB, solutions with the 

smaller DMDP+ salts are up to seven times less viscous at 2 M concentrations. The 

conductivity of these solutions increases proportionally with the decrease in viscosity.  

Electrolysis of NB to NB-. was performed in solutions containing TBA+ and DMDP+ salts, 

and an increase in viscosity, accompanied by a decrease in conductivity, was observed as 

the electrolysis progressed. Finally, the performance of a Br2/NB RFB was evaluated using 

these same solutions. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 UTILITY SCALE ENERGY STORAGE AND REDOX FLOW BATTERIES 

In recent years, utilities around the world have been grappling with how to use a 

variety of new technologies and business models to improve the reliability of electricity 

generation and distribution, lower the cost of electricity for consumers, and reduce harmful 

emissions. Historically, utilities have relied on an instantaneous generation and distribution 

model to match supply and demand on the grid, adjusting to changes in electricity demand 

by turning generators on and off. Utilities use their lowest-cost sources first, such as 

nuclear, hydroelectric, and coal, and then move to higher-cost sources, such as natural gas, 

as demand increases. Electricity demand, and therefore cost, at least at the wholesale level, 

can vary dramatically over the course of a single day and from one season to the next. 

Figure 1 shows an example of an electricity demand curve during a typical summer day.1 

Demand is low at night when temperatures are lower and lights are turned off, but demand 

rises during the day as air conditioners turn on and people move between work and home. 

The problem with this generation-only model is that the higher-cost generation 

sources sit idle for long periods of time, and utilities must incur significant costs in order 

to maintain those assets and ensure reliable electricity during peak demand periods. 

Furthermore, the rapid expansion of wind and solar energy sources, whose output depends 

on the weather and cannot be controlled, will put significant strain on this model. One way 

to solve these problems is to have consumers change their electricity consumption to match 

the available supply, primarily through a combination of variable pricing and technologies 

that automatically adjust their thermostats and appliances. However, these methods can 

only do so much because consumers are only willing to accept a certain level of behavior 

and lifestyle changes in order to reduce electricity costs. Utilities will need the ability to 



 

2 

 

store electricity and thereby decouple the production of electricity from its consumption, 

allowing them to use their generation assets, particularly renewables, in the most efficient 

manner possible.1-3  

 

 

Figure 1.1: A diagram of a typical electricity demand curve during the summer (the far 

left of the diagram is the midnight hour), along with a description of some 

basic ancillary services that generators provide for the electric grid.1 

The demand for this utility-scale energy storage (UES) is expected to be substantial. 

A market potential study from Sandia National Laboratories concludes that demand for 

UES services could exceed 300 GW, corresponding to an annual economic value of over 

$25 billion.1 Although near-term forecasts suggest that it might be a long time before this 

potential is realized,4,5 the market for consumer batteries is already approaching this level.5 

In response to this enormous projected demand, a wide variety of UES technologies are in 
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various stages of development.1-3 In general, these systems convert electricity from the 

electric grid into different forms of energy, such as chemical and mechanical energy, that 

can be converted back into electricity at a later time. What differentiates these systems 

from other forms of energy storage is the amount of energy they must store, usually on the 

scale of megawatt-hours (MWh), the storage periods, sometimes for one day but sometimes 

for months, and the fact that they must operate with low maintenance costs for up to 20 

years. Although these technological constraints are substantial, a major benefit of UES 

systems is that they are not subject to the same energy density constraints as energy storage 

systems for consumer devices and electric vehicles. Removing the size constraint opens up 

a broad range of solutions that are not feasible for smaller applications. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Installed power capacity of stationary energy storage technologies in the 

U.S. as of 2013.2 

Among the first UES technologies to be employed were pumped hydroelectric 

storage (PHES) and compressed air storage (CAES). As shown in Figure 1.2, PHES has 
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by far the largest U.S. market share of any UES technology.2 However, this technology 

requires abundant water and large elevation changes, so it can only be employed in certain 

regions of the world. CAES systems are similarly site-dependent because they require 

either large underground caverns or a large plot of land for air tanks.3 Due to these 

geographic and environmental constraints, both of these technologies have limited growth 

potential, but a wide variety of alternative UES technologies are being developed that can 

be built and situated anywhere. Flywheels, thermal storage, superconducting magnetic 

energy storage, and electrochemical capacitors are promising candidates for short-duration 

storage, power quality and uninterruptible power supply applications.2,3 However, all of 

these systems have limited storage capacity, particularly over long periods of time. 

Because of the limitations of these technologies, electrochemical energy storage 

(EES) technologies, specifically batteries, are becoming the preferred options for UES 

applications. These technologies have the advantage of being modular and scalable, with 

few limitations on size and site location. The EES technologies being developed for UES 

applications range from widely commercialized technologies such as lead acid and lithium-

ion to lesser-known technologies such as zinc-air, sodium-nickel-chloride, and sodium 

sulfur.2,3,6 However, the most prominent EES technology is currently the redox flow battery 

(RFB), which has the advantage of high round-trip efficiency, fast response time, low 

maintenance costs, and reasonable materials costs.7-10 Illustrations 1.1a and 1.1b offer 

visual images - a picture of a real MW-class RFB system and a schematic - of the 

components and design features of typical RFB systems. In Illustration 1.1a, the main 

components of the RFB system are visible: the electrolyte storage tanks in the middle, the 

electrochemical cells on both sides of the tanks, and the control and integration system in 
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the front. A more detailed description of the RFB system, in particular the design and 

components used in this study, will be provided in Chapter 4. 

 

 

 

Illustration 1.1: (a) A pilot commercial scale RFB, located at the Sumitomo Electric 

Industries, Ltd. plant in Yokohama Japan.10 (b) A simplified diagram of 

a typical RFB system. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Because the electrolytic solutions in RFBs are stored separately from the 

electrochemical cells, the power rating of the system (measured in kW or MW), which is 

determined by the number of cells and the current densities that they operate at, is 

independent of the energy capacity of the system (measured in kWh or MWh), which is 

determined by the amount of electrolytic solution stored in the tanks and their energy 

density. Because of this design feature, RFBs are highly scalable and can meet the 

requirements of a wide range of UES applications. There are also disadvantages to the RFB 

platform, including the extra energy required to operate the pumps and the possibility of 

solution leaks, and these issues have to be accounted for when designing an RFB system. 

Most importantly, although RFBs utilize low-cost electrolytes, typically transition metal 

ions in acidic aqueous solutions, there are many components, especially the ion-exchange 

membrane and flow system components, which add extra upfront costs relative to other 

EES technologies. Reducing the upfront capital cost and long-term maintenance costs of 

RFBs while improving the system energy efficiency and power density are the main 

challenges that must be overcome to make RFBs a commercial success. 

1.2 OVERVIEW OF FLOW BATTERY RESEARCH AND CURRENT TRENDS 

The first redox flow battery was proposed over 40 years ago by a group at NASA,12 

and their first choice of redox couples was Fe2+/Fe3+ (negative electrolyte or anolyte) and 

Cr2+/Cr3+ (positive electrolyte or catholyte) in an acidic aqueous solution.13 This pair of 

redox couples is still used in RFBs today, but the toxicity and poor reversibility of the 

chromium has caused the iron-chromium RFB to fall out of favor. In the mid-1980s, 

Skyllas-Kazacos et al. from the University of New South Wales developed the first all-

vanadium RFB,14,15 which uses V2+/V3+ as a negative redox couple and V4+/V5+ as a 

positive redox couple. Even as the academic community has begun to focus on other 
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chemistries, the all-vanadium RFB remains the most popular RFB system at the 

commercial level. Another popular RFB chemistry in commercial systems is the zinc-

bromine (ZnBr2) system, which uses Zn/Zn2+ as a negative redox couple and Br-/Br2 as a 

positive redox couple. This battery is technically called a hybrid RFB because on the solid 

Zn electrode, but it operates in the same way as a regular RFB. Although the first ZnBr2 

rechargeable battery was patented in 1885, development of the first ZnBr2 RFBs did not 

begin until the late 1970s at Exxon and Gould, and further work was done through a 

collaboration between Energy Research Corporation and Sandia National Laboratories.16 

Although the ZnBr2 RFB has the advantage of a two-electron transfer and high 

concentrations of redox active species, the high crossover rate of Br2 and difficulties in 

plating Zn results in low cycle life. In addition, the toxic, corrosive nature of Br2 raises 

environmental concerns and increases maintenance costs. 

Although many advances have been made in the development of redox flow 

batteries (RFBs) in the past two decades, the technology has yet to see widespread 

commercialization because of the high capital cost of the overall system and long payback 

period.17 Therefore scientists and engineers have focused their efforts on reducing the 

materials costs and on improving the energy efficiency (ηe = Eout/Ein) of RFB systems. On 

the engineering side, new flow cell designs with improved conductivity and mass transport 

properties have been applied with great effect to experimental flow batteries. The flow cell 

design and components used in this project were directly inspired by the work of 

Zawodzinski et al. at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory.18-20 This design uses a “zero-gap” architecture, in which thin carbon paper 

electrodes are sandwiched between graphite plates with machined channels for fluid 

transport.16 It has the dual benefit of low resistance, since all of the components are thin 
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and pressed tightly together, and efficient fluid transport. Illustration 1.2 shows an example 

of this design, and our experimental flow cell will be described in detail in Chapter 4. 

 

 

Illustration 1.2: An example of a “zero-gap” flow cell design, where the membrane, 

electrodes, and current collectors are sandwiched together between two 

end plates to reduce contact resistances.16  

Researchers have also explored a large number of novel redox chemistries aside 

from the Fe/Cr, all-vanadium, and Zn/Br2 chemistries listed above, including 

bromine/polysulfide, zinc/cerium, zinc/chlorine, vanadium/bromine, vanadium/oxygen, 

all-iron, zinc/iron, iron/vanadium, and several others. A large number of reviews in the 

academic literature describe the various options, and a few of the most useful reviews are 

cited here.9,21-24 The main thrust in these efforts is to find less expensive redox couples, 

increase energy density, eliminate the need for expensive ion-exchange membranes, and/or 

improve cycle life. These batteries usually employ strong acidic solutions (H2SO4 or HCl) 

in order to improve conductivity and maintain high solubility of metal redox species. A 

couple of notable exceptions to this rule are the zinc/nickel RFB25 and RFBs employing 

complexes of iron and cobalt,26-28 both of which use strong base solutions. Recent work in 

our group has demonstrated that an RFB consisting of iron and cobalt complexes has 
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excellent capacity retention.29 However, with the exception of bromine/polysulfide30 and 

zinc-iron,31 none of these chemistries has demonstrated enough of an advantage over the 

more developed chemistries to attract much commercial interest. 

Nonaqueous chemistries for RFBs have also been attracting interest in the academic 

arena, primarily because they offer the possibility of achieving higher energy densities than 

aqueous systems.21,32-34 Nonaqueous solvents can have voltage windows above 2 V or even 

3 V, compared to 1.2 - 1.6 V for aqueous systems, and can accommodate redox couples 

with higher solubilities than the c.a. 2 M concentrations typically found in aqueous 

systems. The general expectation is that higher energy densities will result in smaller 

battery systems with lower materials costs, even though the cost per kilogram of the 

solvents and electrolytes would probably be higher. There is also the possibility of using 

less expensive ion-exchange membranes than Nafion, which is the ubiquitous membrane 

used in aqueous systems.  However, even if these advantages can be realized in nonaqueous 

systems, they need to be substantial to overcome several disadvantages. First and foremost, 

the specific conductivities of nonaqueous solutions with high salt concentrations are 

typically far lower, ≤ 0.1 S/cm, than those of strongly basic or acidic aqueous systems, 

usually 0.5 – 1 S/cm. Lower solution conductivity results in larger ohmic losses (Vohmic = 

iapplied*R) in a battery system that is charged and discharged at a constant current, similar 

to the effect of membrane resistance and contact resistance between flow cell components. 

Toxicity and stability are also issues with nonaqueous solvents, especially when these 

systems are expected to operate with minimal maintenance for many years.  

Despite these challenges, research in nonaqueous flow battery systems has been 

gaining momentum in recent years. A number of studies have been conducted on the use 

of metal-ligand complexes in solvents such as acetonitrile and propylene carbonate, 
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including vanadium,35-37 ruthenium,38,39 chromium,40,41 manganese,42 and nickel and iron43 

However, these systems suffer from low solubilities of redox-active species and low cycle 

life. A wide variety of organic redox active molecules can be used in nonaqueous RFBs, 

and some have been tested successfully.44 Ionic liquids (ILs) and deep eutectic solvents 

have also been proposed for RFBs,45 but the high cost of the solvents and sensitivity to 

oxygen and water make their commercial application unlikely. Beginning with Chiang’s 

group at MIT,46(1) a number of semi-solid RFBs utilizing suspensions of Li, Na, and Si 

materials have been developed.46 At the same time, there has been extensive work on 

hybrid RFBs utilizing Li metal anodes and ceramic separators, following the lead of 

Goodenough’s group at UT Austin.47(1),(2) The hybrid concept has been extended to include 

membraneless designs47(3),(4) and various positive redox couples.47(5)-(8) The semi-solid and 

hybrid RFB concepts offer the most promise of any proposed nonaqueous system because 

their energy densities are on par with Li-ion batteries, but improved conductivity and cycle 

life are needed before Li-based batteries can be considered for most UES applications. 

1.3 THE BROMINE/NITROBENZENE FLOW BATTERY 

To meet the challenge of developing a nonaqueous RFB that delivers a high energy 

density relative to aqueous RFBs without the drawbacks of Li-based systems, we are 

proposing the use of redox active liquids, using the solvent as the redox active species. In 

traditional RFBs, a redox active species is dissolved in a solvent along with a supporting 

electrolyte (SE), and the solubility of the redox active species is typically limited to 2 M or 

less because it must coexist in solution with the SE. In our new design, only two 

components, the solvent and the SE, are needed, and the capacity of the battery is limited 

only by the solubility of the SE. We believe it may be possible to reach 5 M or greater 

concentrations of redox active species, and given the higher voltage window available in a 
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nonaqueous cell, we hope to reach energy densities near 200 Wh/L, compared to a 

maximum of 40 Wh/L in the all-vanadium RFB.48 Furthermore, if one of the SE ions is 

redox active at a potential significantly different from the redox potential of the solvent, 

the same solvent and SE can used on both sides of the battery, which may mitigate the 

crossover problem and allow for simpler flow cell designs, perhaps even flow cells without 

an ion-exchange membrane. 

In this project, we chose to use nitrobenzene (NB) as our primary redox active 

liquid. NB is known to undergo a reversible one-electron reduction to a stable anion radical 

(NB + e-  ⇋  NB-.) at a relatively negative potential (E1/2 = -1.05 V vs. SCE), with some 

variation in the potential depending on the primary solvent being used.49 As a solvent, NB 

has low volatility and a high dielectric constant (ε = 34.8) relative to many other 

nonaqueous solvents. Also, water and oxygen have low solubility in NB and are easier to 

remove from it than comparable solvents such as acetonitrile (MeCN). Therefore, NB 

seemed to be an obvious choice as both a solvent and a negative redox couple. On the 

positive side, we chose the bromide/bromine redox couple (Br-/Br2) because of its large 

positive redox potential (+1.08 V vs. NHE in aqueous solution)50 and its well-known 

application in the ZnBr2 RFB. Also, Br2 is itself a redox active liquid that is perfectly 

miscible with NB, and many inexpensive bromide salts could be candidates for SEs. 

However, we encountered an immediate complication with this idea because the 

Br-/Br2 reaction actually occurs in two successive steps in NB through a stable tribromide 

(Br3
-) intermediate. Therefore, the redox couple that we must use on the positive side is the 

Br3
-/Br2 couple, 3Br2 + 2e-  ⇋  2Br3

-, which has a E1/2 of +1.1 V vs. Ag/Ag+. Chapters 2 

and 3 contain an in-depth discussion of the Br-/Br2 reaction, which became a primary focus 

of this project. To illustrate the reactions that comprise the Br2/NB battery, cyclic 
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voltammograms (CVs) of dilute solutions of both redox couples in MeCN on Pt electrodes 

are shown in Figure 1.3 (the redox potentials of both couples are nearly identical in NB 

and MeCN). This form of the Br2/NB concept requires the use of an SE containing Br3
- on 

the positive side, which eliminates the possibility of using the same SE on both sides of the 

battery. However, with a theoretical cell voltage of approximately 2.1 V and the possibility 

of finding a highly soluble SE, we decided that this system was the best option for pursuing 

our goal of a RFB with an energy density approaching 200 Wh/L. 

 

 

Figure 1.3:  Cyclic voltammograms of 50 mM Br3
- oxidation and 50 mM NB reduction 

in MeCN on a 0.5 mm radius Pt electrode at ν = 20 mV/s. The quasi-

reference electrode was a Ag wire immersed in 1 M TEA-BF4 solution and 

separated from the bulk solution by a glass frit. 
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1.4 RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

As we began to further develop the Br2/NB RFB concept, there were many 

challenges that soon became evident. First of all, while the Br3
-/Br2 redox couple is exhibits 

quasi-reversible in NB on Pt electrodes, it is much less reversible on carbon electrodes. 

Using an expensive catalyst such as Pt is not practical in RFB systems, so an inexpensive 

means of catalyzing this reaction must be developed. Second, the salts that are most soluble 

in NB usually contain large weakly-coordinating ions, such as tetrabutylammonium 

(TBA+), and the maximum specific conductivity of NB + SE solutions tends to be on the 

order of 5 mS cm-1. Achieving SE concentrations approaching 5 M will require a new class 

of salts that have much lower molecular weight but are still highly soluble and conducting 

in NB. Third, the products Br2 and NB-. are highly mobile in NB and will easily crossover 

through any separator or membrane. In order to prevent self-discharge of the battery when 

it is in a charged state while not compromising the conductivity of the RFB, a membrane 

must be constructed that will promote the crossover of SE ions while discouraging Br2 and 

NB-. crossover. Finally, the toxicity of NB and its vapors and the corrosive nature of Br2 

present a significant engineering challenge for any large-scale RFB system that must be 

operated safely for many years and comply with environmental regulations. 
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Figure 1.4: A comparison of Br3
- oxidation CVs on a Pt electrode (a = 1 mm) in 5.5 

mM Br3
- and a glassy carbon (GC) electrode (a = 1.5 mm) in 9 mM Br3

-, 

both at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. In order to show the CVs on the same scale, 

the currents are normalized by electrode area and Br3
- concentration. 

The final problem has been addressed to some degree in commercial-scale ZnBr2 

systems51 and represents an engineering challenge more than a fundamental scientific 

challenge. The third problem is more related to polymer science than to electrochemistry 

and could be the subject of a multiyear project in its own right. Therefore, in keeping with 

the scope of this project and our desire to pursue problems related to electrochemistry, we 

chose to focus on the first two problems. The first problem, the slow kinetics of the Br3
-

/Br2 reaction on carbon electrodes, was immediately evident in both CVs of the reaction in 

NB solutions and in initial tests of our prototype Br2/NB RFB. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, 

the voltage difference between the Br3
- oxidation peak and the Br2 reduction peak (ΔEp) is 

about 180 mV on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode and about 650 mV on a 1.5 mm radius glassy 
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carbon (GC) electrode. Most reactions that are used in RFBs exhibit either 

electrochemically reversible (ΔEp = 60 mV) or quasi-reversible (60 mV ≤ ΔEp ≤ 200 mV) 

kinetics on carbon electrodes, so the slow kinetics of the Br3
-/Br2 reaction is a significant 

disadvantage for the proposed Br2/NB RFB. 

This large splitting of the Br3
- oxidation and Br reduction waves in the CVs on 

smaller GC disk electrodes translates directly to a difference in the charge and discharge 

voltages of an RFB utilizing much larger carbon paper electrodes (5 cm2 superficial area). 

When the reaction kinetics are slow, a large activation overpotential must be overcome in 

order to pass the desired current, and when the battery switches from charging to 

discharging, a large potential drop occurs. Figure 1.5 shows the first charge and discharge 

curves of a Br2/NB RFB (dilute solutions in MeCN) with carbon paper electrodes, and 

there is a difference of about 1.85 V between the average charge and discharge voltages. 

Although some of this voltage drop is due to ohmic losses in the solution and across the 

separator, the majority of the drop at such a low current density (2 mA/cm2) is due to the 

slow kinetics of the reaction on the carbon electrodes. The voltage efficiency (ηv = 

Vdischarge/Vcharge) is 16%, and given that the round-trip energy efficiency (ηe = ηq*ηv, where 

ηq = Qdischarge/Qcharge) must be at least 80% in order to be competitive with most other UES 

technologies,2,3,21 ηv needs to be at least 80%. Therefore, the Br3
-/Br2 reaction kinetics must 

be improved substantially in order to use the reaction in a nonaqueous RFB system 
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Figure 1.5: The first charge and discharge curves of an initial Br2/NB RFB test using 

dilute redox solutions in MeCN. The solutions contained 1.0 M TEMA-BF4 

SE, 50 mM TBA-Br3 (+ electrode), and 50 mM NB (- electrode). iapplied = 10 

mA or 2 mA/cm2. The membrane was Nafion 112 (25 µm thick). 

Platinizing the carbon electrodes should lead to a substantial increase in the voltage 

efficiency, and we chose to use that technique for the RFB tests that are presented later in 

this report. That being said, platinizing electrodes on the scale of commercial RFB systems 

is prohibitively expensive, even at very low catalyst loadings, and is not a practical 

solution. In order to make the Br3
-/Br2 reaction a feasible option for this RFB, a means of 

improving the reaction kinetics on carbon electrodes, either by using an inexpensive 

catalyst or by functionalizing the carbon electrodes, must be found. As a first step toward 

that goal, we need to understand the individual reaction steps of the Br-/Br2 reaction and 

identify which steps have slower kinetics on carbon than on Pt. This study is the subject of 
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Chapters 2 and 3. Armed with that information, we can then propose methods for 

catalyzing the slow reaction steps. 

The next key step to improving the Br2/NB battery, which will be addressed in 

detail in Chapter 4, is finding SEs with high solubilities and conductivities in NB. As 

mentioned above, achieving an energy density approaching 200 Wh/L in this 2 V battery 

depends on having a SE with c.a. 5 M solubility in NB. Quaternary ammonium salts with 

large symmetric ions have high solubility and stability in NB, and they offer a good starting 

point for this study. For example, as shown in Figure 1.6, salts with the TBA+ ion can reach 

concentrations up to and exceeding 2 M in NB. Salts with smaller ions (lower molecular 

weight), such as tetraethylammonium (TEA+), are usually an order of magnitude less 

soluble because they are not solvated well by the large, planar NB molecules. However, 

the problem with using larger ions (higher molecular weight) is that the solution volume 

increases more quickly for each mole of salt that is dissolved, and more salt is required to 

reach a certain concentration.i For some of the most soluble TBA+ salts, such as the TBA-

CF3SO3 (TBA-Triflate) shown in Figure 1.6, we did not reach a true solubility limit. 

Instead, the volume change in the solution was so large, up to three times as the salt 

concentration exceeded 2 M, that each successive addition of salt resulted in a smaller 

increase in the concentration. Eventually, an asymptotic limit was reached, and further 

additions of salt did little to increase the concentration. 

 

                                                 
i The true meaning of molar concentration refers to moles of solute per liter of water, such that a conversion 

must be made when dealing with nonaqueous solvents. However, consistent with our goal of increasing the 

energy density of the Br2/NB battery, we are seeking to increase the number of redox active molecules in a 

given volume of NB solution. Hence, from this point forward, “concentration” is taken to mean moles of 

solute per liter of NB solution. 
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Figure 1.6: Conductivity as a function of concentration for three commercially available 

TBA+ salts. In this figure and in the corresponding figures in Chapter 4, the 

highest concentration shown in this plot roughly corresponds to the 

maximum concentration of the salt in NB. An exception to that rule is the 

salts containing the triflate anion, which did not have a clear solubility limit. 

Fortunately, as Figure 1.6 hints at, this problem can be solved by using small 

asymmetric ions. The difference in solubility between TBA-PF6, TBA-BF4, and TBA-

Triflate makes it clear that the structure of each ion in the salt is an important factor in 

determining the solubility of the salt in NB. The BF4
- salt (329.3 g/mol) is smaller than the 

PF6
- salt (387.5 g/mol) but almost twice as soluble, and the salt with the asymmetric triflate 

anion, which is not much larger (391.7 g/mol), is by far the most soluble. The asymmetry 

of the triflate anion disrupts the ability of the salt molecules to stack together, thereby 

improving the salt’s solubility in many nonaqueous solvents.52 In Chapter 4, we will 
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introduce a novel dimethyldipropylammonium asymmetric cation (DMDP+), which has the 

same molecular weight as TEA+ (130.4 g/mol) but has similar solubility properties to 

TBA+. When paired with the triflate anion, the resulting DMDP-Triflate salt can reach 

concentrations greater than 3 M in NB. 

Finally, it is important to note that the maximum specific conductivity of these SE 

+ NB solutions is an order of magnitude less than the conductivity of tetraethylammonium 

tetrafluoroborate (TEA-BF4) in MeCN (56 mS/cm),53 which is commonly cited as a highly 

conducting nonaqueous solution, and two orders of magnitude less than the conductivities 

of strong acids and bases in water (0.5 – 1 S/cm). In order for a Br2/NB RFB to be 

competitive with aqueous RFBs in UES applications, the specific conductivity of the SE + 

NB solutions needs to be increased by at least an order of magnitude. Again, we expect 

that using small asymmetric ions will help us in this regard. The smaller ions should be 

more mobile, and a solution of a certain concentration will have a lower viscosity54,55 and 

a higher specific conductivity than a solution containing larger ions. 
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Chapter 2:  Mechanism of Br-/Br3
- Oxidation on Platinum Electrodes in 

Nitrobenzene: Detection of an Unstable Intermediate by Scanning 

Electrochemical Microscopy 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

As stated in Chapter 1, the splitting of the Br-/Br2 reaction into two steps, Br-/Br3
- 

followed by Br3
-/Br2, makes using the full Br-/Br2 reaction in the Br2/NB RFB not feasible 

from an efficiency perspective. Even if both reactions were electrochemically reversible, 

the difference between the charging and discharging voltages would be on the order of … 

V. It would be practical to use either reaction on its own if it was reversible, but both 

reactions are irreversible on carbon electrodes. In order to make either the reaction practical 

for any battery application, we need a simple and inexpensive way (i.e. without noble 

metals) to catalyze the reactions and improve their reversibility. Aside from the scientific 

value inherent in adding to previous studies of the halide reactions in nonaqueous solvents, 

a complete understanding of the mechanism may allow us to identify which elementary 

steps exhibit slow kinetics and thereby propose a catalysis method. 

Br- electro-oxidation to Br2 via a highly stable Br3
- in nonaqueous solvents has been 

studied for decades by several research groups in order to understand its complex multistep 

mechanism. Kolthoff and Coetzee1 and Popov and Geske2 performed the pioneering 

studies of bromide-tribromide-bromine oxidation (Br-/Br3
-/Br2) in MeCN on Pt rotating 

disk electrodes, and Iwasita and Giordano did similar work in MeCN3 and nitromethane.4 

Bontempelli’s group5 studied the reaction on a Pt sphere microelectrode. Behl6 reported 

bromide oxidation in tetrahydrofuran (THF) on both Pt and GC rotating ring-disk 

electrodes. Vojinovic et al.7 studied bromide oxidation and bromine reduction in propylene 

carbonate on a Pt rotating disk electrode. Mastragostino et al.8 proposed a mechanism for 

bromide and chloride oxidation in anhydrous acetic acid. More recently, studies of the Br-
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/Br2 reaction have been done in room temperature ionic liquids on Pt electrodes. Boon et 

al. performed a study of bromide oxidation in low-temperature bromoaluminate molten 

salts.1 More recently, studies of the Br-/Br2 reaction have been done in room temperature 

ionic liquids (RTILs) on Pt electrodes. Allen et al.2,3 studied the oxidation of bromide in 

acetonitrile and in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, and 

Yu et al.4 compared the oxidation of bromide and chloride in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 

hexafluorophosphate.. 

In those reports, the authors proposed the reaction pathway of Br- oxidation to Br3
- 

via either Br· dimerization4,10,11,13 to Br2 (Tafel mechanism) or through the addition of a 

Br- ion to Br. followed by the addition of an electron to form Br2 (Heyrovsky 

mechanism)3,4,10-13. The latter reaction may occur simultaneously or in a two step-process 

through the intermediate, Br2
-·. In either case, the Br2 molecule picks up a Br- ion to form 

the stable Br3
-. In all of these reports, the high stability of Br3

- (i.e. a high equilibrium 

constant for the reaction Br2 + Br- ⇋ Br3
-) is given as the reason why Br- oxidation to Br2 

occurs in two successive waves, instead of the single wave seen in aqueous systems. 

Although these pathways have been widely proposed, direct experimental evidence to 

confirm any of the proposed mechanisms, such as detection of the diffusive unstable 

intermediates, Br·, Br2 or Br2
-·, has not been reported.  

Since Bard et al.14 invented SECM, it has been used as a powerful tool to detect 

unstable intermediates generated from electrochemical reactions because of its high 

collection efficiency and low detection limit. Among many successful examples of this 

application, Mirkin et al.15 observed the intermediate BH3 in borohydride oxidation, Zhou 

et al.16 detected the acrylonitrile radical as an intermediate in its reduction, and Bi et al.17 

reported the guanosine radical in its oxidation. Recently, Cao et al.18 reported the detection 
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of the N,N-dimethlyaniline cation radical during the electro-oxidation of N,N-

dimethlyaniline in MeCN. The primary advantages of SECM over fast scan cyclic 

voltammetry are: (1) electrochemical measurements are performed in the absence of 

capacitance, and thus, a lower detection limit is obtained; (2) collected current on the 

substrate is only from diffusive species generated at the tip, and any surface induced 

reactions (adsorption/desorption) cannot perturb the analysis of diffusion controlled 

reactions. Therefore, more clear evidence of the diffusive intermediate can be obtained. 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Chemicals 

For the SECM experiments, NB (99+%, ACS reagent), tetraethylammonium 

tetrafluoroborate (TEA-BF4, 99+%), and tetraethylammonium bromide (TEA-Br, 99+%) 

were obtained from Acros Organics (Somerville, NJ) and used without further purification. 

For the cyclic voltammetry experiments, further purification was required in order to 

reduce the amount of water and oxygen in our solutions. NB was purged for 20 min with 

Ar and placed in an Ar-filled glovebox with O2 levels and H2O levels consistently 

maintained below 5 ppm. Inside the glovebox, the NB was shaken with alumina, which 

was activated at 500 °C for 9 hours, in order to remove dissolved H2O. TEA-BF4 and TEA-

Br were dried at 100-120 °C under vacuum for at least 4 hours. Br2 (99.5+%, ACS reagent) 

and N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD, 99%) were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification. All electrochemical 

measurements were performed in NB with 0.1 M TEA-BF4 as a supporting electrolyte.  
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Instrumentation and Measurements 

All electrochemical measurements were performed using a CH 920C SECM station 

bipotentiostat and a CH 660D potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX) for SECM and 

cyclic voltammetry (CV), respectively, using a three electrode configuration: Pt disks with 

different radii, a (1 mm, 50, 25, and 5 µm), as working electrodes (WEs); a Pt wire as a 

counter electrode (CE); and an Ag wire as a quasi-reference electrode (QRE). To help 

stabilize the QRE, the Ag wire was placed in a glass tube filled with 0.1 M TEA-BF4 and 

capped with a VYCOR® porous glass frit. The reference potential was stable to within 10 

mV over the course of one day, but it could fluctuate more dramatically over the course of 

weeks, especially when the solution inside the tube was changed. Therefore, all potentials 

were referenced against the redox potential of TMPD/TMPD+., which was +0.23 V to 

+0.33 V vs. Ag QRE. 

All CV and chronoamperometric experiments were performed either inside an 

MBraun Unilab 2000 Glovebox (Stratham, NH), where T = 30 ± 1°C, or outside the 

glovebox in a sealed tube (ambient T = 20°C) in order to avoid contamination from 

atmospheric water and oxygen. All SECM experiments were performed inside a laboratory 

chemical hood (T = 25°C) outside the glovebox because vibrations inside the glovebox 

made it difficult to approach the tip and substrate electrodes close to each other. 

Pt Electrodes 

A 1 mm radius Pt electrode was obtained from CH Instruments and used for CV 

experiments at slower scan rates (≤1 V/s). In order to reduce the capacitance and IR 

distortion in CV experiments at fast scan rates (≥10 V/s), Pt ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) 

with a = 5 were used. To make the UMEs, Pt (99.99%) wires from Goodfellow (Devon, 

PA) were sealed in a borosilicate capillaries from FHC (Bowdoin, ME) with an outer 
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diameter of 1.5 mm and an inner diameter of 0.75 mm. Pt UMEs with a = 25 µm were 

made in the same manner and used for chronoamperometry experiments. All of the Pt 

electrodes were polished using aqueous alumina slurries containing successively smaller 

particles (1 and 0.3 µm) and thoroughly rinsed to remove the alumina particles before the 

experiments. In chronoamperometry and CV, Pt UMEs were used without a decrease in 

RG (the ratio of the radii of an insulating material and a metal wire). In the SECM 

experiments, Pt UMEs were sharpened to make a RG of 1.1 - 2 in order to move the tip 

close to a substrate electrode without touching the two electrodes. 

Simulations 

Computational simulation for SECM was performed with COMSOL v4.2a 

(COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA), and diffusion problems were solved by the finite 

element method19 under a steady-state condition. The simulation space was depicted in 2D 

axial symmetrical mode, as described in Figure 1, with aTip, = 5 µm and aSub = 50 µm. 

Simulations of CVs were performed using DigiElch-Professional v6.F (ElchSoft.com). A 

a 1-D semi-infinite diffusion model was used for 1 mm radius electrodes (0.0314 cm2 disk), 

and a 2-D semi-infinite diffusion model was used for 5 µm radius electrodes (5 µm radius 

disk). 
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Figure 2.1: Description of 2-D axial simulation model in COMSOL. 

2.3 OVERVIEW OF BR-/BR3
- OXIDATION AND MEASUREMENT OF BR-, BR3

-, AND BR2 

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 

Figure 2a shows a CV obtained in NB solution with 10 mM Br- at a scan rate, v = 

0.02 V/s on a Pt macroelectrode (a = 1 mm). The voltammetric behavior is similar to what 

is observed in MeCN2,3 and THF solution.Error! Bookmark not defined.6 The first wave (a1/c1) is 

attributed to the Br-/Br3
- redox reaction, Br3

- + 2e- ⇋ 3Br, and the second wave (a2/c2) to 

the Br3
-/Br2 reaction, 3Br2 + 2e- ⇋ 2Br3

-. In this paper, we only focus on the first redox 

reaction, Br-/Br3
-, but in Chapter 3 we will consider the entire Br-/Br2 reaction. Figure 2b 

shows the peak currents of the Br- oxidation and Br3
- reduction peaks, a1 and c1, vs. v1/2, 

and the observed linear relationship indicates the oxidation and reduction reactions are both 

diffusion-controlled. The unresolved two electron transfer characteristics of the Br- 
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oxidation reaction indicates the existence of rapid chemical reactions coupled with electron 

transfer steps.20 

 

 

Figure 2.2: (a) CVs obtained from a 10 mM TEABr in NB solution at v = 0.02 V/s on a 

Pt macroelectrode (a = 1 mm). The red line represents the CV of the Br-/Br3
- 

redox reaction, and the black line is the full Br-/Br2 reaction. (b) A plot 

showing the linear relationship between the peak currents, ip,a1 and ip,c1 and 

v1/2 for Br- oxidation and Br3
- reduction. 

The diffusion coefficients of Br-, Br3
-, and Br2 were measured through 

chronoamperometry using a Pt UME according to a procedure developed previously in our 

group.21 Figure 3a shows a CV of 8 mM Br- oxidation to Br3
- on a Pt UME (a = 25 µm) in 

NB. To measure DBr-, the potential was stepped from 0.5 V to 1.1 V, where the current 

associated with Br- oxidation to Br3
- reached steady-state. In Figure 3b, the transient 

current, marked as a red line, was used for the estimation of D by the following equation; 

 i(t)/iss = 0.7854 + (π1/2/4)a(Dt)-1/2                                       (1) 

where iss is steady state current. i(t)/iss vs. t-1/2, which is linear according to the equation 

above, is plotted in Figure 2c. Given the slope of that line (0.553) and the electrode radius 

(a = 25 µm), DBr- was calculated to be 4.0 ± 0.2 x 10-6 cm2/s. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.3: (a) CV of 9 mM Br- oxidation at 0.02 V/s on a Pt UME (a = 25 µm), (b) 

chronoamperogram obtained by stepping the potential from 0.2 to 0.8 V vs. 

TMPD/TMPD+. for 100 ms in 9 mM Br-, and (c) i(t)/iss vs. t-1/2 using the 

region marked in red in (b). 

We similarly found DBr3- = 5.1 ± 0.2 x 10-6 cm2/s during Br3
- reduction and DBr3- = 

5.5 ± 0.1 x 10-6 cm2/s during oxidation. We used a value of 5.5 x 10-6 cm2/s because that 

value fit well with the simulation and with the measured steady-state current at a 5 μm 

radius UME. DBr2 was measured to be 1.0 ± 0.2 x 10-6 cm2/s. The trend of DBr- < DBr3- < 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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DBr2 is consistent with previously reported data for the Br-/Br3
-/Br2 system in MeCN.2 We 

set DBr. = DBr- and DBr2- = DBr2 because it is not possible to measure the D of such a short-

lived intermediate using this technique. Please see Figures C1 and C2 in Appendix C for 

the full set of diffusion coefficient data. 

2.4 SCANNING ELECTROCHEMICAL MICROSCOPY AND INTERMEDIATE DETECTION 

As mentioned above, Br- electro-oxidation to Br3
- involves chemical reactions 

coupled with electron transfer reactions, which generates unstable intermediates. Detection 

of these intermediates can elucidate the electro-oxidation pathway of Br- to Br3
-. Figure 4 

shows schematic descriptions for the collection of Br· (Figure 4a) and Br2 (Figure 4b) 

intermediates, which both may be generated during Br- oxidation to Br3
-. On a tip Pt UME 

(atip = 5 µm), the tip potential, Etip, was scanned for Br- oxidation to Br3
- while different 

substrate potentials, Esub, were held on a substrate Pt UME (asub = 50 µm) to collect the 

diffusive electroactive species generated on the tip. When the tip electrode is far from the 

substrate electrode, and the lifetime of intermediates is shorter than the time for them to 

diffuse on the substrate (tdiff = d2/2D), only the stable species, Br3
- can be reduced back to 

Br- on the substrate. However, when the tip is close enough to make tdiff shorter than the 

lifetime of the intermediates, they can be also reduced on the substrate.22 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic descriptions of the collection of possible intermediates, (a) Br, 

and (b) Br2 generated during Br- oxidation in TG/SC mode of SECM. The 

species marked as black represents stable species and one as red represents 

unstable intermediates in bromide solution. The proposed mechanism of Br- 

oxidation to Br3
- is described in Scheme 1. 

d was adjusted using TMPD/TMPD+· in NB solution as a stable and 

electrochemically reversible redox mediator (the stability test of TMPD electro-oxidation 

to TMPD+· is shown in Figure C3). Figure 5a shows a positive feedback (PF) curve 

obtained from TMPD+· generation by electro-oxidation of TMPD on the tip electrode at 

Etip = 0.17 V, and the collection of the generated TMPD+· by its electro-reduction to TMPD 

on the substrate electrode at Esub = -0.23 V. The curve (black line) obtained from the 

experiment was fitted to the purely mass transfer controlled PF (red dotted line) with an 

error of less than 1%. Figure 5b shows the CVs obtained from the tip (CVtip) and the 

substrate electrode (CVsub) by scanning Etip from -0.23 to 0.15 V while constantly applying 

(a) (b) 
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Esub = -0.23 V. The currents at Etip = 0.15 V from the both CVtip (iT) and CVsub (iS) were 

measured, and Nss (=-iS/iT) was estimated to be unity, meaning all of the generated TMPD+· 

on the tip was electrochemically reduced to TMPD on the substrate at L (d/aTip) ≤ 1. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: (a) PF curve (solid black line) obtained from a TMPD/ TMPD+· redox 

reaction by constantly applying Etip = 0.17 V and Esub = -0.23 V, and 

theoretical mass transfer controlled PF (dotted red line), (b) TG (black) /SC 

(red) CVs obtained from a SECM experiment at d = 3.5 µm, v = 0.02 V/s in 

5 mM TMPD solution. 

After adjusting d = ~ 3.5 µm by PF generated from a TMPD/TMPD+· redox reaction 

in SECM, the NB solution with TMPD was changed to 10 mM Br- in NB solution without 

touching the tip and substrate electrode. Figure 6a shows CVtip and CVsub obtained by 

scanning Etip from 0.07 to 0.77 V and constantly applying Esub = 0.37 V. The CVsub shows 

a constant reduction current, -1.4 nA, which was mainly associated with Br- electro-

oxidation on the substrate electrode. This background reduction current observed in CVsub 

was subtracted to show the collection behavior more clearly, and the CVstip and the 

background-subtracted CVssub at different d are shown in Figure 6b. The collection current, 

(a) (b) 
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which cannot be associated with Br3
- reduction, was clearly seen in the CVssub when Etip 

was positively increased from 0.47 to 0.77 V. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: (a) TG (black) /SC (red) CVs at Esub = 0.37 V, (b) TG (solid lines) /SC 

(dotted lines) CVs at 0.37 ≤ Esub ≤ 0.245 V, background currents generated 

from bromide oxidation on the substrate were subtracted, (c) Nss from 

measuring iTip and iSub at Etip = 1.0 V and 0.37 ≤ Esub ≤ 0.245 V, and (inset) 

Nss at 0.37 ≤ Esub ≤ -0.63 V. All CVs were performed in 10 mM Br- solution 

at 0.02 V/s. 

Figure 6c shows Nss estimated by measuring iT and iS from the CVstip and CVssub at 

different Esub. The estimated Nss increased from 0.14 to 0.19 as Esub was negatively 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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increased from 0.37 to 0.3 V, and reached a plateau until Esub was 0.245 V (region I). As 

Esub was brought more negative than 0.245 V, Nss increased significantly, and approached 

unity (region II) as shown in the inset of Figure 6c. The Nss polarization curve at region II 

was well matched with the reduction peak (c1) region observed in the CV in Figure 1a, and 

thus, the Nss curve shown in region II was attributed to the electro-reduction of Br3
- to Br-. 

The Nss curve at region I, however, cannot be entirely associated with Br3
- electro-reduction 

because Esub was too positive to reduce enough Br3
- to account for that collection 

efficiency. Therefore, the Nss observed in the region I is indicative of the collection of 

intermediates generated during Br- oxidation. The Nss for collection of intermediates could 

not be estimated for Esub > 0.37 V because the anodic current associated with Br- oxidation 

was significantly higher than the current attributed to the reduction of intermediates. 

 In order to further confirm that the Nss polarization curve in the region I was 

attributed to an unstable intermediate reduction, the Nss at Esub = 0.27 V was estimated as 

d was decreased. The Nss should increase as d decreases because an intermediate can be 

collected more easily as explained above. Figure 7a shows CVstip and CVssub obtained in 

NB solution with 10 mM Br- at different d, and Esub = 0.27 V.ii As d decreased, iT decreased 

significantly due to the blocking of Br- diffusion from a bulk solution into the gap between 

the tip and substrate electrode. iS also decreased as d became smaller, but iS decreased less 

than iT. Figure 7b shows Nss of intermediates estimated by measuring iT and iS at Etip = 0.77 

V with different d. An abrupt increase of the Nss at L ≤ 0.8 was clearly observed, indicating 

that more intermediates were being collected on the substrate electrode as d decreased. 

Even at 1 ≤ L ≤ 1.6, cathodic currents were observed in the CVssub, and the Nss shows only 

                                                 
ii There was always a difference between the distance that was inputted into the computer and the distance 

the SECM tip actually moved. The stepper motor exhibited a hysteresis that caused the tip to recoil after we 

stopped moving it. Therefore, a calibration of distance was always performed using TMPD/TMPD+· in NB. 
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a slight increase as L decreased down to 1: Nss = 0.16 at L = 1.6, Nss = 0.17 at L =1. The Nss 

shown at 1 ≤ L ≤ 1.6 was mainly associated with a Br3
- collection on the substrate. Since 

Br3
- is a stable species in NB solution with Br-, the Nss associated with Br3

- collection was 

subtracted from the total Nss as a baseline (red line in Figure 7). CVstip and CVssub obtained 

in NB with 5 mM Br- at different d, Esub = 0.27 V, and the corresponding Nss as a function 

of d are also shown in Figure C4. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: (a) TG/SC CVs at different d (8.05, 4.7, and 1.75 µm), Esub = 0.27 V,  v = 

0.02 V/s in 10 mM Br- solution, and (b) corresponding Nss obtained from 

measuring iT and iS at Etip = 1.0 V in the TG/SC CVs vs. L. 

  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.8: (a) TG/SC CVs at different d (8.05, 4.7, and 1.75 µm), Esub = 0.27 V,  v = 

0.02 V/s in 10 mM Br- solution, and (b) corresponding Nss obtained from 

measuring iT and iS at Etip = 1.0 V in the TG/SC CVs vs. L. 

Figure 8 shows the baseline subtracted Nss obtained by TG/SC SECM at different 

Br- concentrations, 5 and 10 mM as a function of d. At both Br- concentrations, the Nss 

associated with intermediate collection increased when L was less than 0.8, and reached 

ca. 0.12 at L = 0.3. The collection of intermediates generated during Br- oxidation in SECM 

was also modeled using COMSOL based on the following mechanism; 

Br· + e- ⇋ Br-                              (2) 

2Br·  Br2                                            (3)  

Br- + Br·  Br2
-·                                           (4)  

Br2 + e- ⇋ Br2
-.                                           (5) 

Br2 + Br- ⇋ Br3
-                                           (6) 
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The corresponding simulation parameters are shown in Illustration 1 and Table 1, 

and the simulation results are shown as the overlaid circles in Figure 8. The experimentally 

obtained Nss approach curves at both Br- concentrations were almost identical, whereas the 

simulation showed slightly higher Nss values at 5 mM than at 10 mM. However, for the 

same Nss, the difference in L between the two simulation results was only 0.1, and this 

value is equivalent to a 0.5 µm difference in d, which is within the typical error range for 

an SECM experiment with a 10 µm tip electrode. 

 

 

Illustration 2.1: Description of the reaction mechanism used in the SECM and CV 

simulations of Br- oxidation. Blue shaded lines are chemical steps 

involving the addition of either Br- or Br. to the initial species, and red 

shaded lines are heterogeneous electron transfer steps. The dotted lines 

indicate possible reactions that are not included in the simulation and are 

shown here simply for illustration. 
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Reactions and parameters 

   Br· + e- ⇋ Br-                                              E0 = 0.63 V, α = 0.3, ks = 0.15 cm/s 

   Br· + Br- ⇋ Br2
-·                                         kf,1 = 1.0 × 1010 M-1s-1 

   Br· + Br· ⇋ Br2                                           kf,2 = 1.0 × 1010 M-1s-1    

   Br2 + e- ⇋ Br2
-·                                            E0 = 0.55 V, α = 0.3, ks = 0.01 cm/s    

   Br- + Br2 ⇋ Br3
-                                           kf,3 = 5.0 × 106 M-1s-1 

Relevant time-dependent diffusion equations 

(1) 
𝜕𝐶𝐴

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝐴 [

𝜕2𝐶𝐴

𝜕𝑟2 +
1

𝑟

𝜕𝐶𝐴

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕2𝐶𝐴

𝜕𝑧2 ] − 𝑘1𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐵 − 𝑘2𝐶𝐴
2 − 𝑘4𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐷 

(2) 
𝜕𝐶𝐵

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝐵 [

𝜕2𝐶𝐵

𝜕𝑟2 +
1

𝑟

𝜕𝐶𝐵

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕2𝐶𝐵

𝜕𝑧2 ] − 𝑘1𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐵 − 𝑘3𝐶𝐵𝐶𝐶 

(3) 
𝜕𝐶𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝐶 [

𝜕2𝐶𝐶

𝜕𝑟2 +
1

𝑟

𝜕𝐶𝐶

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕2𝐶𝐶

𝜕𝑧2 ] + 𝑘2𝐶𝐴
2 − 𝑘3𝐶𝐵𝐶𝐶 

(4) 
𝜕𝐶𝐷

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝐷 [

𝜕2𝐶𝐷

𝜕𝑟2 +
1

𝑟

𝜕𝐶𝐷

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕2𝐶𝐷

𝜕𝑧2 ] + 𝑘1𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐵 − 𝑘4𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐷 

(5) 
𝜕𝐶𝐸

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘3𝐶𝐵𝐶𝐶+𝑘4𝐶𝐴𝐶𝐷 

The initial conditions, completing the definition of the problem 

t = 0, all r, z                                 CB = CB*, CA-E = 0 

DA = DB = 4.0 x 10-6 cm2/s         DC = DD = 1.0 x 10-5 cm2/s 

DE = 5.0 x 10-6 cm2/s 

The current on the tip (iT) and the substrate (iS) 

  𝑖𝑇 = 2𝜋𝐹𝐷𝐴 ∫ (
𝜕𝐶𝐵

𝜕𝑧
)

𝑧=0
𝑟𝑑𝑟 + 2𝜋𝐹𝐷𝐷 ∫ (

𝜕𝐶𝐷

𝜕𝑧
)

𝑧=0
𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑎

0

𝑎

0
  

   𝑖𝑆 = 2𝜋𝐹𝐷𝐵 ∫ (
𝜕𝐶𝐴

𝜕𝑧
)

𝑧=0
𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑎

0
+ 2𝜋𝐹𝐷𝐶 ∫ (

𝜕𝐶𝐶

𝜕𝑧
)

𝑧=0
𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑎

0
  

Table 2.1: Reactions, parameters, diffusion equations, initial condition and current of 

the tip and substrate in the COMSOL model of the SECM experiments. A: 

Br·, B: Br-, C: Br2
-·, D: Br2, E: Br3

2-, and F: Br3
-. 
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2.5 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY AND LINEAR SWEEP VOLTAMMETRY 

The proposed mechanism and the corresponding reaction parameters were further 

tested by fitting LSVs of Br- oxidation, measured at different Br- concentrations at different 

v on a Pt macroelectrode (a = 1 mm) and a Pt UME (a = 5 µm). Experimental LSVs and 

simulated data at scan rates of 20, 100, and 500 mV/s are shown in Figure 9, and scan rates 

of 10, 100, and 500 V/s are shown in Figure 10. The full sets of CV data, including the 

back reduction of Br3
- to Br-, are shown in Figures A1 and A2. The simulation parameters 

are listed in Table 2 along with the confidence intervals. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: LSVs of Br- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s in 5 (black), 10 (red) and 20 

mM (blue) Br- solution on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. The solid lines are 

experimental data and the points are simulated data. 
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Figure 2.10: LSVs of Br- oxidation at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 V/s in 5.25 (black), 10.5 

(red), and 21 mM (blue) on a 5 µm radius Pt UME. 

The CV and SECM models use the same mechanism and roughly the same 

parameters with the notable exception of the forward rate constant kf,3 for the reaction Br2 

+ Br- ⇋ Br3
-. The SECM simulation requires kf,3 ~ 5 x 106 M-1 s-1 in order to generate a 

collection current on the substrate, whereas the CV simulations unanimously indicate kf,3 

≥ 1 x 109 M-1 s-1. The reactions and parameters used in both figures are listed in Table 2. 
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Reactions and Parameters for LSV Simulation 

 

Br· + e- ⇋ Br- 

 

 

Br- + Br· ⇋ Br2
-· 

 

Br· + Br· ⇋ Br2 

 

Br2 + e- ⇋ Br2
-· 

 

 

Br- + Br2 ⇋ Br3
- 

                                         High                       Low 

E0 = 0.64 V                      0.66 V                    0.62 V  

α = 0.3                             0.35                        0.25 

ks = 0.3 cm/s                    0.5 cm/s                 0.1 cm/s 

Keq = 1 x 105 M-1             2 x 105 M-1            5 x 104 M-1 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1         1 x 1010 M-1 s-1      1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

Keq = 1 x 106 M-1             2 x 106 M-1            5 x 105 M-1  

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1         1 x 1010 M-1 s-1      1 x 109 M-1 s-1  

E0 = 0.58 V                      0.60 V                    0.56 V 

α = 0.3                             0.35                        0.25 

ks = 0.003 cm/s                0.01 cm/s               0.001 cm/s 

Keq = 5 x 107 M-1             1 x 108 M-1            1 x 107 M-1 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1         1 x 1010 M-1 s-1      1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

Table 2.2: Reactions and corresponding parameters used for LSV simulations in 

DigiElch. The parameter values used in the simulation are shown on the left 

and the confidence intervals are shown under the High and Low columns on 

the right. 

IR compensation was not applied during these experiments. Instead, the resistance 

and capacitance were determined using a potential step of 50 mV at 0 V, where there was 

negligible faradaic current, and assuming the transient response was that of an RC circuit.23 

The initial part of the response was modeled as an RC circuit using the linearized form of 

the equation i(t) = (ΔE/Ru) exp (-t/RuCd), and this equation can be used to calculate the 

resistance and capacitance as shown in Figure 11. The resistance and capacitance values, 

1400 Ω and 0.37 μF, respectively for the 1 mm radius electrode, were then inputted into 

the DigiElch simulation. For the 5 µm radius electrode, different values for the resistance 

(Ru = 5 x 105 Ω) and the capacitance (Cd = 2.0 x 10-11 F) were used. The resistance and 
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capacitance were determined using the best fit values for the simulations at 500 V/s because 

it was too difficult to accurately model the short transient response of the UME. 

 

 

Figure 2.11: The transient response of a 1 mm radius Pt electrode after a step from 0 V to 

0.5 V vs. Ag QRE in an NB solution of 5 mM TEA-Br and 0.1 M TEA-BF4. 

In systems employing a single working electrode, we have found it difficult to 

determine simplified mechanisms for electrode reactions coupled with homogeneous 

chemical reactions, especially for reactions that are significantly influenced by the 

electrode surface.11,21  For halide electrode reactions, thin-layer electrochemistry has shown 

that nonelectroactive halides remain adsorbed on Pt electrodes in the potential range where 

free halides are electroactive.24 With the UMEs in the fast scan CV experiments, consistent 
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results could be obtained by scanning the electrode to 1.7 V for at least 30 cycles at 50 

mV/s before the first oxidation scan and at least 3 cycles between scans at ν ≥ 10 V/s. It 

may be the case that this process is depositing a layer of adsorbed intermediates, perhaps 

adsorbed Br., that assist in the oxidation of Br- and prevent blocking by inactive adsorbed 

species. Indeed, we see more prominent blocking effects when CV experiments are done 

in an uncontrolled environment, and even inside the glovebox, the formation of oxides on 

the Pt electrodes at oxidizing potentials cannot be ruled out in our experiments. An in-depth 

study of surface effects and adsorbed species is outside the scope of this project, so once 

we found a method for creating reproducible CVs, we did not pursue this problem further. 

In the SECM measurements, however, any surface adsorbed species on a tip 

electrode cannot affect the collection of intermediates on a substrate electrode. We believe 

the significant difference in the observation of diffusive intermediates between single (CV) 

and two working electrodes (SECM) systems could result in different conclusions about 

the reaction mechanism for a complex reaction such as Br- oxidation. Also, the SECM 

experiments were done in an open atmosphere, whereas the CV experiments were 

performed with dried solutions in the glovebox. Therefore, it could be the case that the 

higher water and oxygen content in the SECM experiments changes the nature of the 

reactions. Ideally, we would like to perform the SECM experiments inside the glovebox, 

but in that environment, approaching the tip and substrate electrodes within a few µm is 

experimentally challenging. We decided that it would be better to consider only the SECM 

experiments outside of the glovebox, where we could obtain more consistent results. In 

order to gain further insights and develop a full mechanism for this reaction, we chose to 

study the entire Br-/Br2 reaction, both oxidation and reduction waves, by CV. Those results 

are presented in Chapter 3. 
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, an intermediate formed during the oxidation of Br- to Br3
- in NB was 

detected through SECM, and the mechanism of Br- oxidation to Br3
- was proposed to occur 

through a combined reaction pathway via Br., Br2 and Br2
-·. TG/SC mode in SECM was 

performed to collect intermediates, and at d = 3.5 µm, the Nss polarization curve shows two 

reduction waves. The wave shown at Esub ≥ 0.2 V is attributed to the collection of the stable 

Br3
-, and one shown at 0.2 V ≤ Esub ≤ 0.37 V is associated with the collection of unstable 

intermediates generated in Br- oxidation. The collection of intermediates was further 

confirmed by changing d while holding Esub = 0.27 V, where Br3
- cannot be collected on 

the substrate electrode. The Nss started to increase as L ≤ 0.8 in both 5 and 10 mM Br- 

solution, and it reached 0.12, which indicates the collection of unstable intermediates 

generated in Br- oxidation to Br3
-.  

Based on both SECM and CV of Br- electro-oxidation to Br3
-, the reaction pathway 

was proposed as follows; (1) Br· + e- ⇋ Br-, (2) 2Br· ⇋ Br2, (3) Br- + Br· ⇋ Br2
-·, (4) Br2 

+ e- ⇋ Br2
-., and (5) Br2 + Br- ⇋ Br3

-. The obtained homogeneous reaction kinetics between 

SECM and CV simulations were different, and this discrepancy is associated with the 

effects of surface induced reactions during Br- electro-oxidation on single electrodes, as 

well possible additional side reactions during intermediate collection in SECM. 
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Chapter 3:  Mechanism of the Br-/Br2 Redox Reaction on Platinum and 

Glassy Carbon Electrodes in Nitrobenzene by Cyclic Voltammetry 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

After completing our study of Br- oxidation, we decided to expand our study to the 

full Br-/Br2 redox reaction. In this chapter, we describe a complete mechanism for the Br-

/Br2 reaction in NB, which we determined by simulating CVs on 1 mm radius Pt electrodes 

and 5 µm radius Pt UMEs at varying scan rates (0.02 – 500 V/s) and concentrations of Br-

, Br3
-, and Br2 (2 – 20 mM). We also apply the same mechanism to simulate CVs on 1.5 

mm radius GC electrodes at scan rates from 0.02 – 0.5 V/s and concentrations of Br-, Br3
-, 

and Br2 from 2.5 – 24 mM. The differences between the Pt and GC CVs could be simulated 

by adjusting the apparent heterogeneous kinetics of the electron transfer (ET) reactions, 

with no other substantial adjustments. Further discussion about the irreversibility of the Br-

/Br3
- and Br3

-/Br2 reactions on carbon electrodes, which directly relates to the performance 

of our Br2/NB battery, is also provided in this chapter. 

The same mechanism for Br-/Br3
- oxidation that was developed in Chapter 2 is 

applied here without modification: (1) Br- + e-  Br·, (2) 2Br·  Br2, (3) Br· + Br-  

Br2
-·, (4) Br2

-. + e-  Br2, and (5) Br2 + Br-  Br3
-. The reduction of Br3

- to Br- is modeled 

as an ECEC process: (6) Br3
- + e-  Br3

2-, (7) Br3
2-  Br2

-. + Br-, (8) Br2
-. + e-  Br2

2- 

, (9) Br2
2-  2Br-.  The oxidation of Br3

- to Br2 is modeled as an EC process through a 

neutral Br3 intermediate: (10) Br3 + e-  Br3
-, (11) Br3

2-  Br2
-. + Br-. Finally, Br2 

reduction is a reversal of Br3
- oxidation, with Reaction (11) preceding Reaction (10). 

In addition to the studies of the Br-/Br2 redox reaction in nonaqueous solvents that 

were cited in Chapter 2, similar findings have been reported for the other halide reactions 

in nonaqueous solvents. In particular, the pioneering work of Kolthoff and Coetzee7 and 
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Popov and Geske2,3 established that the existence of two waves in both the oxidation of the 

halides and reduction of the halogens is due to the stability of the trihalide ion. Recently, 

digital simulation software been employed to determine the elementary steps of the halide 

redox reactions in nonaqueous solvents and in room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs). 

Compton’s group used DigiSim® software to model bromide oxidation4,5 and iodide 

oxidation6 and an in-house program to model iodine reduction7. In addition, Bentley et al. 

used DigiElch® software to model the I-/I2 redox couple.8 The primary problem with the 

mechanisms employed in these simulations is that they require an unrealistically large 

forward rate constant (kf >> 1010 M-1 s-1) for the Br2 + Br-  Br3
- reaction. 

The reason that these researchers must use this large rate constant is that their 

mechanisms follow the widely-held hypothesis that the oxidation and reduction of the 

trihalide ion (X3
-) occurs via a CECE mechanism, with the dissociation of X3

- to X2 and X- 

as the first step. In this study, we propose that Br3
- is directly oxidized and reduced, which 

translates into an ECEC mechanism for the reduction of Br3
- to Br- and an EC mechanism 

for the oxidation of Br3
- to Br2. Although the existence of a neutral Br3

. intermediate has 

been proposed before.9 neither that study nor this study shows any direct evidence of Br3
. 

or Br3
2- intermediates, which would provide more solid evidence in favor of this proposed 

mechanism. However, this mechanism has two advantages that give us confidence in its 

veracity. First, it does not require the use of any unrealistically high kf values, i.e. greater 

than 1010 M-1 s-1. Second, it explains why the Br3
-/Br2 couple is quasi-reversible and the 

Br-/Br3
- couple is irreversible. The former reaction is a simpler EC reaction while the latter 

is a more complex ECEC reaction where the reduction does not follow the same path as 

the oxidation. 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Chemicals 

NB (99+%, ACS reagent), tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEA-BF4, 

99+%), and tetraethylammonium bromide (TEA-Br, 99+%) were obtained from Acros 

Organics (Somerville, NJ). Further purification was required in order to reduce the amount 

of water and oxygen in our solutions. NB was purged for 20 min with Ar and placed in an 

Ar-filled glovebox with O2 levels and H2O levels consistently maintained below 10 ppm. 

Inside the glovebox, the NB was shaken with alumina, which was activated at 500 °C for 

9 hours, in order to remove dissolved H2O. TEA-BF4 and TEA-Br were dried at 100-120 

°C under vacuum for at least 4 hours and transferred immediately to the glovebox. Br2 

(99.5+% ACS reagent) and TMPD (99%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO) and used without further purification. All electrochemical measurements were 

performed in NB with 0.1 M TEA-BF4 as a SE.  

Instrumentation and Measurements 

All electrochemical measurements were performed using a CH 660D potentiostat 

(CH Instruments, Austin, TX) using a three electrode configuration: Pt disks with different 

radii, a (1 mm, 25, and 5 µm), as working electrodes; a Pt wire as a counter electrode; and 

a Ag wire as a QRE. To help stabilize the QRE, the Ag wire was placed in a glass tube 

filled with 0.1 M TEA-BF4 and capped with a VYCOR® porous glass frit. The reference 

potential was stable to within 10 mV over the course of one day, but it could fluctuate more 

dramatically over the course of weeks, especially when the solution inside the tube was 

changed. Therefore, all potentials were referenced against the redox potential of 

TMPD/TMPD+., which was +0.27 V to +0.41 V vs. Ag QRE. All CV and 

chronoamperometric experiments were performed inside an MBraun Unilab 2000 
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Glovebox (Stratham, NH), where T = 30 ± 1°C, or were transferred outside the glovebox 

(ambient T = 20°C) in a sealed tube in order to avoid contamination from atmospheric 

water and oxygen. 

Pt and GC Electrodes 

A 1 mm radius Pt electrode and a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode were obtained from 

CH Instruments and used for CV experiments at slower scan rates (≤1 V/s). In order to 

reduce the capacitance and IR distortion in CV experiments at fast scan rates (≥10 V/s), Pt 

ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) with a = 5 were fabricated according to the following 

procedure. Pt (99.99%) wires from Goodfellow (Devon, PA) were sealed in a borosilicate 

capillaries from FHC (Bowdoin, ME) with an outer diameter of 1.5 mm and an inner 

diameter of 0.75 mm. Then the UMEs were polished using aqueous alumina slurries 

containing successively smaller particles (1, 0.3 and 0.05 µm) and thoroughly rinsed to 

remove the alumina particles before the experiments. The Pt and GC macroelectrodes were 

polished in the same manner. 

Simulations 

Simulations of CVs were performed using DigiElch-Professional v6.F 

(ElchSoft.com). Simulations of CVs from 1 mm and 1.5 mm radius electrodes were 

performed using a 1-D semi-infinite diffusion model, and simulations of CVs from 5 µm 

radius electrodes utilized a 2-D semi-infinite diffusion model. Further details about the 

simulations and the limitations of our modeling approach are provided later in this chapter. 

3.3 OVERVIEW OF BR-/BR3
-/BR2 REACTION 

Figure 1a shows a CV obtained in a solution of 10 mM Br- at a scan rate of v = 0.02 

V/s on a Pt macroelectrode (a = 1 mm), and Figure 1b shows a CV of 8 mM Br2 under the 
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same conditions. Previous research has unanimously attributed the wave at less positive 

potentials (a1/c1) to the Br-/Br3
- redox reaction and the wave at more positive potentials 

(a2/c2) to the Br3
-/Br2 reaction; 

 Br3
- + 2e- ⇋ 3Br-            

3Br2 + 2e- ⇋ 2Br3
-       

Figure 2 shows the peak currents (Ep) of the oxidation peaks, a1 and a2, and reduction 

peaks, c1 and c2, vs. the square root of the scan rate (v1/2), starting with Br- oxidation and 

Br2 reduction. Different solutions of Br-, Br2, and Br3
- will be used throughout this paper 

in order to study different aspects of the Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction independently. 

      

 

Figure 3.1: (a) CVs obtained from a 10 mM TEA-Br in NB at v = 0.02 V/s on a Pt 

macroelectrode (a = 1 mm). The red line represents the CV of the Br-/Br3
- 

redox reaction, and the black line is the full Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction. (b) CVs 

obtained from 8 mM Br2 in NB. The red line represents the CV of the Br3
-

/Br2 reaction, and the black line is the full Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.2: The linear relationships of the peak currents, ip, a and ip, c, to the square root 

of scan rate, v1/2, beginning with (a) 10 mM Br- oxidation and (b) 8 mM Br2 

reduction. 

The observed linear relationship between Ep and v1/2 indicates the oxidation and 

reduction reactions are both diffusion-controlled. As mentioned in Chapter 2, numerous 

studies indicate that halides are strongly adsorbed on Pt in aqueous solutions in both 

electroactive and nonelectroactive forms.10 However, if adsorption of an electroactive 

species was a controlling factor in the Br-/Br2 electrochemistry, we would likely see a shift 

toward E ∝ v or the appearance of extra peak. We did not see any such evidence at scan 

rates up to 500 V/s. To check for further evidence of adsorption, we performed double 

potential step chronocoulometry on both Pt and GC electrodes and plotted the total charge 

passed vs. t1/2 (a.k.a Anson plots). Figure 3 shows two examples of this technique in 

solutions of Br- on both Pt and GC electrodes (see also Figures C2 and C3 in Appendix C). 

If the intercepts of the plots corresponding to solutions with Br- (blue and red lines) were 

greater than that of the background solution (black line), it would be a clear indication of 

adsorption of an electroactive species. Instead, we do not see any variation in the intercepts 

within the precision of the measurement. Therefore, we conclude that no electroactive 

(a) (b) 
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products or reactants are adsorbing on the electrodes; if any species is adsorbing, it must 

either be an unstable intermediate (such as Br.) or a nonelectroactive species. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Figure 3: Plots of total charge vs. t1/2 in solutions of Br- during potential 

steps of 0.2 V to 1.1 V vs. Ag/Ag+ on (a) a 1 mm radius Pt electrode and (b) 

a 1.5 mm radius glassy carbon (GC) electrode. 

In light of this observation, it was even more puzzling to see substantial changes in 

the apparent heterogenous kinetics depending on the surface state of the electrode. On the 

1 mm radius Pt electrode and the 1.5 mm radius GC electrode, Ep for each of the reactions 

could vary by 100 mV from one experiment to the next, and variations on the order of 10 

mV could be seen from one cycle to the next in the same experiment. This effect was most 

evident during Br3
- reduction and was even more notable at fast scan rates on the 5 μm 

radius Pt electrode. Our conclusion is that a species which is nonelectroactive in our 

experimental potential window is adsorbing on the electrode, presumably a halide or 

halogen species or an oxide species originating from traces of water in the system, and is 

altering the apparent heterogeneous kinetics of the reaction steps. Therefore, the current 

that we see in the cyclic voltammograms is originating from “free” halide and halogen 

(a) (b) 
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species, and the changes in the apparent heterogenous kinetics are due to the active species 

interacting with the electrode through a variable surface layer. We found that consistent 

results could be obtained in most cases on a reduced electrode that was scanned to c.a. -0.4 

V vs. Ag/Ag+ for at least 10 cycles upon immersion into the solution and 2-3 cycles 

between each scan. More extensive electrode preparation was required for experiments 

using a 5 µm radius Pt electrode with Br3
- as the reactant, and those extra steps will be 

described in the section on the Br3
- reduction reaction. 

3.4 MECHANISM AND SIMULATION 

The proposed mechanism, homogeneous chemical kinetics, and heterogeneous 

electrochemical kinetics were determined by fitting CVs of all of the oxidation and 

reduction reactions, using Br-, Br3
-
, and Br2 as the initial species. We simulated CVs at v = 

0.02, 0.1, and 0.5 V/s on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode and at v = 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 V/s 

at a 5 μm radius Pt UME, and for each set we used three different concentrations of initial 

species. In total, we simulated over 100 CVs using different combinations of initial species, 

concentrations, and scan rates. Given how many adjustable parameters are in our proposed 

mechanism, we found it necessary to fit this many CVs in order to determine a unique 

mechanism and set reasonable confidence intervals on our parameter values. The full sets 

of CV data on both Pt and GC electrodes are contained in Appendix A, and the simulations 

are in Appendix B. 

In the DigiElch simulations, all of the electrochemical reactions were assumed to 

be Nernstian, and the heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions were written in stepwise 

fashion. In keeping with our previous observation that no electroactive products or 

reactants are adsorbed on the electrode, we did not include any adsorption or desorption 

steps in the simulations. A complete listing of the reactions, parameters, and confidence 
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intervals for the reaction mechanism is provided in Table 1. We also found it useful to 

describe the mechanism in the form of a “square-scheme” diagram, and we advise the 

reader to frequently refer to Illustration 1 as we develop the full reaction mechanism. 

 

 

Illustration 3.1: Description of the Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction mechanism used in the 

simulations of CVs on 1 mm radius Pt electrodes and 1.5 mm radius GC 

electrodes. Horizontal lines indicate heterogeneous electron transfer 

steps, vertical lines are chemical steps involving the addition of a Br- 

ion, and diagonal steps signify the addition of a Br. radical. The orange 

shaded lines indicate steps that are primarily related to Br- oxidation, the 

blue shaded lines refer to steps in the reduction of Br3
-, and the purple 

shaded lines highlight the steps in the Br3
-/Br2 reaction. The solid arrows 

indicate the primary direction of each reaction during a CV that begins 

with a Br- solution, and the dotted lines indicate reactions that are not 

included in the simulation. 
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Reactions and Parameters for CV Simulations 

 

Br· + e- ⇋ Br- 

 

 

Br- + Br· ⇋ Br2
-· 

 

Br· + Br· ⇋ Br2 

 

Br2 + e- ⇋ Br2
-· 

 

 

 

Br- + Br2 ⇋ Br3
- 

 

Br3
. + e- ⇋ Br3

- 

 

 

 

Br3
. ⇋ Br2 + Br. 

 

Br3
- + e- ⇋ Br3

2- 

 

 

 

Br3
2- ⇋ Br2

-. + Br- 

 

Br2
-. + e- ⇋ Br2

2- 

 

 

 

Br2
2- ⇋ Br- + Br- 

 

Average                               High                       Low 

E0 = 0.63 V                          0.66 V                    0.60 V  

α = 0.3                                 0.35                        0.23 

ks = 0.23 cm/s                      0.5 cm/s                 0.03 cm/s 

Keq = 1 x 105 M-1                 2 x 105 M-1             5 x 104 M-1 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1             1 x 1010 M-1 s-1       1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

Keq = 5.5 x 105 M-1              2 x 106 M-1             1 x 105 M-1  

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1             1 x 1010 M-1 s-1       1 x 109 M-1 s-1  

E0 = 0.59 V                          0.62 V                    0.56 V 

α = 0.3                                 0.35                         0.23 

ks = 0.012 cm/s (Pt)             0.5 cm/s                  0.05 cm/s 

       0.004 cm/s (GC)           0.008 cm/s              8 x 10-4 cm/s 

Keq = 5.3 x 107 M-1              3 x 108 M-1             1 x 107 M-1 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1             1 x 1010 M-1 s-1       1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

E0 = 0.97 V                          1.0 V                      0.94 V 

α = 0.3                                 0.35                         0.23 

ks = 0.19 cm/s (Pt)               0.5 cm/s                  0.05 cm/s 

       0.0025 cm/s (GC)         0.004 cm/s              8 x 10-4 cm/s 

Keq = 130 M-1                      190 M-1                  10 M-1 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1             1 x 1010 M-1 s-1       1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

E0 = -0.05 V                         -0.02 V                   -0.08 V 

α = 0.3 (Pt), 0.23 (GC)        0.35, 0.3                  0.23, 0.2 

ks = 0.023 cm/s (Pt)             0.05 cm/s                0.008 cm/s 

      6.8 x 10-5 cm/s (GC)      2.0 x 10-4 cm/s       2.0 x 10-5 cm/s 

Keq = 1000 M                       2000 M                  500 M 

kf = 1 x 1010 s-1                     1 x 1010 s-1             1 x 109 s-1 

E0 = -0.03 V                          0.0 V                     -0.06 V 

α = 0.3 (Pt), 0.23 (GC)         0.35, 0.3                0.23, 0.2 

ks = 0.023 cm/s (Pt)              0.05 cm/s              0.002 cm/s 

      6.4 x 10-5 cm/s (GC)       2.0 x 10-4 cm/s      2.0 x 10-5 cm/s 

Keq = 1.0 x 106 M                 2 x 106 M              1 x 105 M 

kf = 1 x 1010 M-1 s-1              1 x 1010 M-1 s-1      1 x 109 M-1 s-1 

Table 3.1: Reactions and corresponding parameters used for the simulations of CVs on 

1 mm radius Pt electrodes and 1.5 mM radius GC electrodes. 
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In order to obtain accurate CV simulations, we needed to know the diffusion 

coefficients of each redox active species, the uncompensated resistance (Ru), and the 

capacitance (Cd) and input these values into the simulation software. The diffusion 

coefficients DBr-, DBr3-, and DBr2 were measured by chronoamperometry on a Pt UME (a = 

25 μm), as was done in Chapter 2. DBr- was estimated to be 4.0 x 10-6 cm2/s, DBr3- = 5.5 x 

10-6 cm2/s, and DBr2 = 1.0 x 10-5 cm2/s. Because we could not directly measure the diffusion 

coefficients of any of the intermediates, we chose to set DBr. = DBr-, DBr2(2-) = DBr2-. = DBr2, 

and DBr3(2-) = DBr3. = DBr3-, assuming that ionic size and solubility factors have a much 

greater effect on the mobility of the ion than its charge. 

The resistance and capacitance were determined using the same method11 as in 

Chapter 2, and the relevant plots and calculations are shown in Figure C3. As before, we 

accounted for the effects of Ru and Cd by inputting the values into DigiElch, instead of 

employing IR compensation and background subtraction during the CV experiments. We 

used the same values of Ru = 1400 Ω and Cd = 0.3 μF for the 1 mm radius Pt electrode and 

Ru = 5 x 105 Ω and Cd = 2.0 x 10-11 F for the 5 µm radius Pt electrode. We also measured 

Ru = 1000 Ω and Cd = 4 μF for the 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. One downside to this 

approach was a noted variability in Ru in CVs on GC electrodes from one experiment to 

the next. The values for Ru and Cd were very consistent on the Pt electrodes, but Ru for the 

GC electrodes had to be adjusted between 600 Ω and 1400 Ω in the software in order to 

properly fit the GC CVs. 
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3.5 MECHANISM OF BR- OXIDATION 

Following the work in Chapter 2, we modeled Br- oxidization to Br3
- according to 

the following reaction pathway, which is highlighted in orange in Illustration 1; 

Br· + e-  Br-     (1) 

2Br·  Br2      (2) 

Br- + Br·  Br2
-·     (3) 

Br2 + e-  Br2
-·     (4) 

Br2 + Br-  Br3
-     (5) 

Previous researchers attempted to describe Br- oxidation in both aqueous and nonaqueous 

solutions using either the Tafel mechanism4,12,13 (Reaction 2) or the Heyrovsky 

mechanism14 (Reactions 3 and 4) independently, or they concluded that both mechanisms 

could be operative.9,15 Our model requires both pathways, with the chemical steps being 

diffusion-controlled (kf = 1010 M-1 s-1), in order to adequately fit the all of the available 

data. In light of the fact that Br- and electrogenerated Br. are both present in high 

concentrations near the electrode surface, it makes sense that both pathways are 

competitive. However, this approach unfortunately adds more complexity to the model 

than if we only considered one pathway. Although Reactions 1-5 are the only reactions that 

are directly relevant to Br- oxidation, we used the whole mechanism described in 

Illustration 1 to simulate these CVs and all subsequent CVs. A sample of CVs and 

simulation fits for 5, 10, and 20 mM Br- oxidation is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation on (a) and (b) a 1 mm 

radius Pt electrode and (c) and (d) a 5 µm radius Pt electrode (UME). In this 

figure and all subsequent figures, the solid lines are experimental data and 

the points are simulated data. The reactions and parameters used in the CV 

simulations are listed in Table 1. Some reaction parameters, most notably α3 

and α4 (avg. value = 0.25) and ks,2 (avg. value = 0.17), also had to be slightly 

altered to simulate the CVs on the 5 µm radius UME. 

3.6 MECHANISM OF BR3
- REDUCTION.  

In order to investigate the reduction of Br3
- separately from Br- oxidation, we 

repeated the same experiments but started with solutions of tetraethylammonium 

tribromide (TEA-Br3). These solutions were created through a potentiometric titration of a 

20 mM TEA-Br solution with a solution of 20 mM Br2 in NB. The titration was completed 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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when the open circuit potential reached c.a. 0.8 V vs. Ag wire QRE, and the presence of a 

pure TEA-Br3 solution, with less than 5% Br- or Br2, was confirmed by voltammetry. After 

confirming the concentration of the solution using the steady state current at a 5 μm radius 

Pt UME, we performed the same slow and fast scan CV experiments as we did for Br- 

oxidation. A sample of the CVs and simulation fits for Br3
- reduction is provided in the 

right half of the plots in Figure 5 (the left half shows Br3
- oxidation). In order to fit the CV 

data, we used the following mechanism for Br3
- reduction, which is highlighted in blue in 

Illustration 1; 

Br3
- + e-  Br2

-·     (6) 

Br3
2-  Br- + Br3

-     (7) 

Br2
-· + e-  Br2

2-     (8) 

Br2
2-  2Br-      (9) 

We propose an ECEC mechanism for Br3
- reduction, rather than a CECE 

mechanism, because a CECE mechanism requires us to designate an unrealistically fast 

forward rate constant for the Br- + Br2   Br3
- reaction, much greater than the widely 

accepted limit of 1010 M-1 s-1 for a second order reaction. Although previous researchers 

have stuck with the CECE mechanism when performing similar simulations,4,6,8 we believe 

that these discrepancies are significant enough to warrant a different approach. 

Furthermore, this type of “square-scheme” mechanism, in which the reverse reaction 

follows a different path than the forward reaction, has numerous precedents in a variety of 

proton-coupled (PCET) and ligand-coupled (LCET) electron transfer reactions. Our 

particular choice of this mechanism and formalism was inspired by the mechanism of the 

Sn2+/Sn4+ reaction with Br- ligands.16 
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Figure 3.5: Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- reduction and oxidation on (a) and 

(b) a 1 mm radius Pt electrode and (c) and (d) a 5 µm radius Pt electrode 

(UME). 

It is important to note that additional preparation steps were required before 

performing experiments with Br3
- as the reactant and a 5 um Pt UME as the working 

electrode. Br3
- reduction is particularly sensitive to the state of the electrode surface, 

exhibiting shifts in E1/2 up to 0.3 V, and surface reactions are more pronounced on the 

smaller electrodes due to higher current densities at those electrodes during CV 

experiments. What we found is that the electrode would initially show poor apparent 

kinetics (black line in Figure 6), and the kinetics would improve as the electrode was cycled 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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(red line in Figure 6). However, if the electrode was cycled too much, the steady-state 

current would start to decline (blue line in Figure 6), at which point we would have to 

occasionally run a scan to positive potentials (~1.2 V vs. Ag/Ag+) to reverse the effect and 

slow down any further passivation. Our best guess is that the initial cycling cleans the 

electrode of a blocking layer, presumably composed of residual oxides, but that further 

cycling encourages the growth of a different blocking layer, perhaps composed of an 

inactive halide species, which does not substantially affect the reaction kinetics but does 

shrink the electroactive area of the electrode. However, further study of this phenomenon 

is outside the scope of this project, and once we settled on this method for creating 

reproducible CVs, we did not delve further into these surface effects. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Consecutive cathodic CVs of a 9.5 TEA-Br3
- solution on a 5 µm radius Pt 

electrode. This figure is an example of how the apparent kinetics of Br3
- 

reduction improve dramatically with cycling, but over time, an inactive 

layer builds up over time that reduces the steady-state current. 
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3.7 MECHANISM OF THE BR3
-/BR2 REACTION 

Voltammetric waves a2 and c2 in Figure 1 correspond to the Br3
-/Br2 redox 

reaction, which we studied both by oxidizing Br3
- and reducing Br2. A sample of the CVs 

and simulation fits for Br3
- oxidation are shown in Figure 6 (left half of the plots), and the 

Br2 reduction CVs are shown in Figure 7. This reaction is primarily composed of the 

following two steps, which are highlighted in purple in Illustration 1; 

Br3
. + e-  Br3

-     (10) 

Br2  Br. + Br3
.     (11) 

Similar to the initial process in Br3
- reduction, we postulate that Br3

- oxidation 

occurs via an EC mechanism instead of a CE mechanism. Again, we believe that this 

mechanism is more realistic because it allows for the use of appropriate forward rate 

constants. Other researchers have postulated the existence of the Br3
. radical in aqueous 

solution,9 so there is also some precedent to using this mechanism for Br3
- oxidation. The 

use of reaction 10 in the model then necessitates the use of reaction 11, which is similar to 

reaction 2, in order to have Br2 as the stable species at more positive potentials. Although 

the existence of extra species, such as Br2
+, cannot be ruled out, adding more species 

actually made it more difficult to fit the model to the data. 

The fact that the Br3
-/Br2 reaction follows an EC mechanism, which is considerably 

simpler than the ECEC mechanism of the Br-/Br3
- reaction, could explain why the Br3

-/Br2 

reaction is more reversible. However, this reaction is more complex than it first appears 

because the ET reactions Br2 + e-  Br2
-· (reaction 4) and Br· + e-  Br- (reaction 1) 

also play a role in generating the observed Br2 reduction current. Simulations of a 

simplified EC reaction do not show as broad of a reduction peak as we see in the 

experiments. This broad peak, which we come closer to matching using our full model, is 

evidence that multiple processes are occurring at slightly different potentials as the wave 
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progresses. Furthermore, the simulated Br2 reduction peak current is already too small in 

some cases and would be even smaller if only the EC mechanism was considered. Our 

conclusion is that not only reactions 10 and 11 but also reactions 1-5 must be involved in 

Br2 reduction in order to generate the observed CV behavior. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction on (a) and (b) a 1 mm 

radius Pt electrode and (c) and (d) a 5 µm radius Pt electrode (UME). 

3.8 VOLTAMMETRIC RESPONSE ON GLASSY CARBON 

Armed with a full description of the Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction mechanism on Pt 

electrodes, we then proceeded to model the reaction on GC electrodes. Figure 8 provides a 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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comparison of CVs at ν = 100 mV/s on 1 mm radius Pt and 1.5 mm radius glassy carbon 

(GC) electrodes. The general features of the CVs are similar, as is the Br- oxidation wave, 

but Br3
- oxidation, Br2 reduction, and especially Br3

- reduction are more irreversible on 

carbon. We were able to model the CVs with the same mechanism, except that the 

heterogeneous kinetics of reactions 4, 6, 8, and 10 had to be decreased dramatically, 

sometimes up to three orders of magnitude. Only the kinetics of the Br. + e- ⇋ Br- reaction 

remained unchanged, which is a clear sign that this is the only ET reaction that is relatively 

unaffected by the nature of the electrode surface. A sample of the CVs on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode, along with the simulation fits, is provided in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Comparison of CVs at ν = 100 mV/s on 1 mm radius Pt and 1.5 mm radius 

glassy carbon (GC) electrodes, along with overlays of the simulated CVs. 10 

mM Br- solution was used for the Pt experiment and 12 mM Br- for the GC 

experiment. The currents are normalized by concentration and electrode area 

to provide a better visual comparison. 
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Figure 3.9: Experimental and simulated CVs of (a) and (b) Br- oxidation, (c) and (d) 

Br3
- reduction and oxidation, and (e) and (f) Br2 reduction on a 1.5 mm 

radius GC electrode. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 
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Recalling the previous discussion about modeling this apparently inner-sphere 

reaction with outer-sphere ET steps, it is clear that these heterogeneous kinetic values are 

somewhat fictitious and cannot be compared to the true kinetics on an ideal surface. They 

simply reflect the apparent kinetics, which involve more complex factors that depend on 

the state of the electrode surface. However, as noted earlier, the double-step 

chronocoulometry provides substantial evidence that electroactive reactants and products 

are not absorbing to the electrode surfaces. It is possible that unstable electroactive 

intermediates, such as Br2
-., are absorbing, but we believe the changes in the apparent 

kinetics between Pt and GC are largely due to nonelectroactive absorbed species that are 

interfering with the Br-/Br3
-/Br2 reaction. 

3.9 CONCLUSION 

The voltammetric behavior of the Br-/Br2 reaction in nitrobenzene is analogous to 

that of the halide reactions in other nonaqeuous solvents and ionic liquids, with the 

oxidation of Br- to a stable Br3
- at lower potentials followed by the oxidation of Br3

- to Br2 

at higher potentials. Using simulations of CVs at platinum macroelectrodes and 

ultramicroelectrodes at varying scan rates (0.02 – 500 V/s) and concentrations of Br-, Br3
-

, and Br2 (2 – 24 mM), we determined a complete reaction mechanism, including the 

elementary heterogeneous and homogenous steps and relevant parameters. Furthermore, 

we applied this mechanism to model CVs on glassy carbon macroelectrodes simply by 

changing the apparent heterogenous kinetics. Based on chronocoulometric data, we 

concluded that there are no electroactive species absorbing on the electrodes. The changes 

in apparent kinetics are the result of free halide and halogen species interacting with the 

electrode through an inactive absorbed layer. In conclusion, this model and the assumptions 

underlying it suggest that it may be possible to improve the apparent kinetics of the Br-
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/Br3
-/Br2 reaction on carbon electrodes by a cleaning or activation process that removes or 

alters the inactive surface layer. Although this possibility is simply a conjecture at this 

point, it could be a better option for improving the reversibility of the Br-/Br3
- and the Br3

-

/Br2 reactions on carbon than the use of an expensive carbon-supported catalyst. 
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Chapter 4:  Novel Supporting Electrolytes for the Br2/NB Redox Flow 

Battery: Characterization of Their Properties in NB/NB-. Solutions and 

Application in a Prototype Flow Cell 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As outlined in Chapter 1, in order to create a Br2/NB RFB with substantially higher 

energy densities than current RFB systems, a supporting electrolyte (SE) with a solubility 

in NB far above the 2 M limit of most TBA+ salts must be found. Unfortunately, the salts 

that are most soluble in NB tend to have ions with high molecular weights (≥ 200 g/mol), 

and the maximum concentration of those salts is limited by the volume change that occurs 

when large amounts of salt are added. Our hypothesis is that salts with small asymmetric 

ions will be as soluble as their larger symmetric counterparts in NB and exhibit lower 

volume changes upon mixing. Salts with asymmetric ions tend to solubilize more easily 

than symmetric salts in organic solvents with low dielectric constants because the 

asymmetry disrupts the ability of the salt molecules to stack together. The use of salts with 

lower molecular weights should also lower the viscosity and improve the conductivity of 

NB solutions with high SE concentrations. 

To this end, we acquired several salts containing the dimethyldipropylammonium 

cation (DMDP+) from SACHEM Inc., which has the same molecular weight as TEA+ 

(130.4 g/mol) but is highly asymmetric. Illustration 4.1 shows a comparison of the 

molecular structure of TEA+, DMDP+, and TBA+. We paired the DMDP+ cation with the 

three different anions shown in Figure 1.6 - PF6
-, BF4

-, and CF3SO3
- - and compared the 

solubility, conductivity, and viscosity of those salts in NB to the equivalent TBA+ salts. 

Even though the DMDP+ salts weigh 112.2 g/mol less than the TBA+ salts, they are about 

10% more soluble than their TBA+ counterparts. When compared to TEA+ salts with the 

same anions, the increase in solubility is even greater, roughly an order of magnitude. For 
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example, TEA-BF4 is not quite soluble to 0.2 M in NB, whereas DMDP-BF4 is soluble to 

2.0 M. The smaller DMDP+ salts also result in NB solutions that are up to seven times less 

viscous and more conducting at 2 M than solutions with comparable TBA+ salts. 

 

 

Illustration 4.1: Structures of TEA+ (left), DMDP+ (middle), and TBA+ (right). 

Having identified an improved set of SE candidates, we sought to study the 

characteristics of these NB + SE solutions during bulk electrolysis of NB to NB-., thereby 

mimicking the behavior of the solutions during RFB operation. We initially expected that 

electron hopping between NB and NB-. would lead to a progressive increase in NB-. 

diffusivity and bulk solution conductivity, which would improve the performance of the 

Br2/NB RFB as it is charged. Previous findings have demonstrated that electron hopping 

occurs when concentrated NB solutions are reduced at UMEs,1 accounting for up to 50% 

of NB-. flux away from the electrode. The rate constant of electron transfer was also 

measured by A.C. impedance2 and by EPR spectroscopy.3 This phenomenon is an example 

of the Dahms-Ruff effect,4–6 in which electron hopping contributes directly to an increase 

in the diffusivity of a charged species (Dapp = Dphys + Det). It has also been shown that the 

bulk conductivity of solutions of bromide ions in Br2/NB mixtures is twice as high in 50/50 
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Br2/NB solutions as in pure NB solutions, and this effect is attributed to electron hopping.7 

However, consistent with previous studies in which concentrated solutions of NB8,9 and 

anthracene10 were electrolyzed, any increase in bulk solution conductivity due to electron 

hopping is at most a few percent. Instead, we actually observe an increase in the solution 

viscosity as NB as electrolyzed and a corresponding decrease in the conductivity, an effect 

that has never before been reported for NB. This effect will be discussed in greater detail 

later in this chapter. 

Having characterized the properties of NB solutions containing TBA+ and DMDP+ 

salts, we evaluated the performance of prototype Br2/NB RFBs employing those solutions. 

Beginning with a 1.0 M TBA-BF4 solution, with 100 mM Br3
- as the initial positive redox 

species, we cycled the RFB at a low current density, 5 mA/cm2, and measured the voltage 

and coulombic efficiency of the RFB. Both efficiencies were in the range of 60 - 70%, far 

below the typical values of 90% or greater seen in aqueous RFBs, and reasons for this poor 

performance, as well as some methods for improvement, are put forward in Section 4.5. 

When we switched to a 1.0 M DMDP-Triflate solution, we observed a lower average 

voltage at the onset of the first charge, which was evidence of the improved conductivity 

of the solution. However, upon discharge, it was clear that the negative electrode was 

blocked and that mass transfer of NB-. to the electrode was very limited. As a result, the 

RFB could not be discharged more than a few percent at the desired current level before 

the cell voltage went to zero. This problem represents a critical impediment to employing 

solutions containing DMDP+ salts in the Br2/NB RFB, and no solution to this problem is 

evident at this time. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Chemicals 

NB (99+%, ACS reagent), tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBA-BF4, 

98+%), tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBA-PF6, 90+%), and 

tetrabutylammonium tribromide (TBA-Br3, 98+%) were obtained from Acros Organics 

(Somerville, NJ). Tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethanesulfonate (TBA-Triflate, 98%+) 

was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Further purification was required in 

order to reduce the amount of water and oxygen in our solutions. NB was purged for 20 

min with argon (Ar) and placed in a MBraun Unilab 2000 Glovebox (Stratham, NH), with 

O2 levels and H2O levels consistently maintained below 10 ppm. Inside the glovebox, the 

NB was shaken with alumina, which was activated at 500 °C for 9 hours, in order to remove 

dissolved H2O. TBA-BF4, TBA-PF6, TBA-Br3, and TBA-Triflate were dried at 25 °C under 

vacuum overnight, sealed under an Ar atmosphere, and transferred to the glovebox. All of 

the NB solutions were prepared inside the glovebox. 

Dimethyldipropylammonium hexafluorophosphate (DMDP-PF6) and 

dimethyldipropylammonium tetrafluoroborate (DMDP-BF4) were obtained from 

SACHEM Inc. (Austin, TX). Both salts were dried at 100-120 °C for at least 4 hours, sealed 

under an Ar atmosphere, and transferred to the glovebox. Dimethyldipropylammonium 

trifluoromethanesulfonate (DMDP-Triflate) was synthesized according to the following 

procedure. Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (triflic acid, 98%+) from Sigma Aldrich was 

added in a 1:1 molar ratio to an aqueous solution of dimethyldipropylammonium hydroxide 

(DMDP-OH, 40% by weight) from SACHEM until the pH of the solution reached 7 ± 0.5. 

The resulting aqueous solution of DMDP-Triflate was then dried overnight under vacuum 

at 50 °C, and the remaining salt transferred into the glovebox under vacuum. The melting 

point of this novel salt was observed to be approximately 40-45 °C, so care was taken to 
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let the salt solidify before transferring it into the glovebox. Tetrabutylammonium oxalate 

((TBA)2-C2O4) was synthesized in a similar manner by adding oxalic acid (H2C2O4) from 

Sigma Aldrich (99%+) to an aqueous solution of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBA-

OH, 40% by weight) from Sigma Aldrich in a 1:2 molar ratio until the pH of the solution 

reached 7.0 ± 0.5. The resulting aqueous solution of (TBA)2-C2O4 was dried overnight 

under vacuum at 50 °C, and the salt was transferred into the glovebox under vacuum. 

Conductivity, Solubility, and Viscosity Measurements 

Conductivity measurements were performed using A.C. impedance with a CH 

660D potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX). The solution conductivity was measured 

by taking the impedance at a frequency where the phase was approximately zero (usually 

around 10 kHz) and applying the formula σ = K/R, where K is the cell constant. The 

conductivity cell was made in-house by sealing two Pt disks and Pt connecting wires in 

glass and orienting the exposed Pt face-to-face. The Pt disks were then platinized by 

cycling in an aqueous solution of c.a. 100 mM chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6) from Heraeus 

(Santa Fe Springs, CA). The cell required about 1 mL of solution for each measurement, 

and the cell constant was measured to be 1.47 cm-1 using a standard solution of 0.1 M KCl. 

Viscosity measurements were performed using a microVISC viscometer from RheoSense 

(San Ramon, CA). The solubilities of the supporting electolytes were measured by 

incremental additions of salt to 4 or 5 mL of NB. All conductivity, solubility, and viscosity 

measurements were performed inside the glovebox at a temperature of 30 ± 1°C. 

Electrolysis Measurements 

A two-compartment glass electrolysis cell, constructed in-house, was used for all 

of the electrolysis experiments. A round, sintered glass frit 3.5 mm thick and 14 mm in 

diameter separated the two compartments. The counter electrode (CE) was made using 
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vitreous carbon foam from Goodfellow (Huntingdon, UK), the working electrode (WE) 

was made using reticulated carbon from ERG Materials (Oakland, CA). A quasi-reference 

electrode (QRE), placed in the WE compartment, was made by placing a silver (Ag) wire 

in a glass tube capped with a VYCOR® porous glass frit, which was filled with the same 

solution of supporting electrolyte in NB as the bulk solution to minimize the junction 

potential. The CE was approximately 6 times as large as the WE in order to overcome the 

substantial cell resistance, and the CE compartment was correspondingly larger than the 

WE compartment. Illustration 4.1 shows an example of the experimental setup. 

 

 

Illustration 4.2: The two-compartment glass electrolysis cell used in this study. 

Constant-currrent electrolysis was performed using a PAR 173 potentiostat 

(Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN) with a 100 V compliance voltage. Given the 

high resistance of this system, an applied voltage ranging from 50 – 100 V was necessary 

in order to achieve a WE potential of approximately -1.5 V vs. Ag wire QRE and pass 
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sufficient currents (30 – 50 mA) for complete electrolysis in 4 – 8 hours. Both 

compartments were stirred mechanically with magnetic stir bars approximately 1 cm in 

length (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to ensure complete electrolysis. All of the 

electrolysis experiments were carried out inside the glovebox at a temperature of 30 ± 1°C. 

Flow Cell Construction and Operation 

The flow cell design used in this work was similar to the design used in a previous 

report from our group.11 A commercial fuel cell from Fuel Cell Technologies 

(Albuquerque, NM) was modified to accept a liquid feed at both electrodes. The RFB was 

assembled in a “zero-gap” configuration, as described in Illustration 1.2, with the separator, 

electrodes, flow-field plates, and current collectors sandwiched between two PVDF end 

plates. Illustration 4.2 shows a photograph of the entire experimental RFB system. Sheets 

of Celgard 2400 (25 μm thick) were pressed together to make a single separator, which 

was either 150 μm thick (6 sheets) or 200 μm thick (8 sheets). The high surface area 

electrodes (5 cm2 superficial area) were 10 AA carbon paper from SGL Technologies 

GmbH (Meitingen, Germany) with an uncompressed thickness of 380 ± 60 μm and area 

weight of 85 ± 14 g m-2. Relying on the optimized results of a previous study in a vanadium 

RFB,12 we used two pieces of carbon paper to make each electrode. The current collectors 

were Poco graphite plates with machined serpentine flow channels, and contact to the 

current collectors was made with nickel-plated copper plates (Fuel Cell Technologies). 
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Illustration 4.3: The experimental RFB system used in this study. 

Magnetic drive pumps from Cole Parmer (Vernon Hills, IL) were used to maintain 

an electrolyte flow rate of approximately 100 mL min.-1 during cycling. The contact 

surfaces of the pump were coated with Teflon for improved chemical resistance and were 

completely sealed in order to prevent oxygen from entering the system. Because the flow 

battery experiments were performed outside the glovebox, both reservoirs were sealed and 

purged with high-purity Ar for 20 minutes before cycling, and Ar was passed through the 

reservoirs continuously during cycling in order to minimize the oxidation of NB-. to NB. 

Norprene® tubing from Saint Gobain (Akron, OH) and polypropylene fittings from 

McMaster Carr (Waco, TX) that were compatible with NB and resistant to the corrosive 

effects of Br2 were used to connect the pumps to the flow cell and to the storage reservoirs. 

Battery cycling studies were carried out with CHI 6009C potentiostat in a two-

electrode configuration. Charge-discharge curves were recorded galvanostatically, with the 

battery at an initial state of charge (SOC) of 0%. The current was alternated, moving from 

a charging current to a discharging current and back again, when certain cutoff potentials 
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were reached, approximately 2.5 – 2.8 V during charging and 0 - 1.0 V during discharging 

depending on the applied current and the solution being used. The SOC was calculated 

from the total charge collected at constant currents of 25 - 100 mA (current densities of 5 

- 20 mA/cm2) and Faraday’s law. All flow battery experiments were carried out at room 

temperature with no active temperature control. 

In order to improve the kinetics of the Br3
-/Br2 reaction, the two pieces of carbon 

paper comprising the positive electrode were electroplated with Pt according to the 

following procedure. The piece of carbon paper to be plated was placed in a 20 mL solution 

of 0.12 M H2PtCl6 + 1 M H2SO4 along with a carbon foam CE. The carbon paper was set 

to a potential of 0.1 vs. Ag/AgCl for 20 minutes, and then the paper was flipped and set to 

a potential of -0.2 vs. Ag/AgCl for 30 minutes until the solution was depleted of H2PtCl6. 

In the end, the electroplated Pt black was visible on both sides of the carbon paper. This 

procedure was repeated on the second piece of carbon paper with a fresh H2PtCl6 solution. 

4.3 SOLUBILITY, CONDUCTIVITY AND VISCOSITY OF SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTES IN 

NITROBENZENE: COMPARISON OF DMDP+ AND TBA+ SALTS 

As mentioned previously, the solubilities of asymmetric DMDP+ salts in NB are 

roughly an order of magnitude higher than their TEA+ analogs and are on par with much 

larger TBA+ salts. The solubility is further improved when an asymmetric anion was used. 

In fact, when DMDP+ and TBA+ were paired with the triflate anion (CF3SO3
-), a solubility 

limit was not observed. In those cases, we stopped the solubility measurement when the 

salt was at a 1:1 molar ratio with NB, roughly 2.4 M for TBA-Triflate and 3.1 M for 

DMDP-Triflate. Adding more salt would result in an NB concentration that was less than 

the salt concentration and would not improve the volumetric energy density of the solution, 

which is our primary metric in evaluating these salts for the Br2/NB RFB application. It 

became clear during these solubility measurements that many salts have almost unlimited 
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solubility in NB and that the concentrations of those salts are limited only by the volume 

change that occurs when they are added to NB. This is why DMDP-Triflate can reach a 

much higher concentration than TBA-Triflate. In order to reach SE concentrations much 

greater than 3 M, salts with even smaller ions than DMDP-Triflate must be employed that 

are equally as soluble. Although we did not examine any options beyond DMDP-Triflate, 

some possibilities include the dimethyldiethyl cation – (C2H5)2(CH3)2N
+, MM = 102 g/mol 

- and the acetate anion – CH3CO2
-, MM = 59 g/mol. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Conductivity at T = 30 ± 1°C of DMDP+ and TBA+ solutions as a function 

of salt concentration in NB. 

As demonstrated in Figure 4.1, solutions with DMDP+ salts have substantially 

higher conductivities than solutions containing TBA+ salts, as much as seven times higher 
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at 2 M concentrations. The higher conductivity is a direct result of the lower viscosity of 

the DMDP+ solutions. The smaller size of DMDP+ compared to TBA+ results in greater 

mobility of ions and NB molecules and a less viscous solution. Figure 4.2a compares the 

viscosities of all six SE solutions, and even though the viscosities all increase exponentially 

as the salt concentrations increase, the solutions containing DMDP+ have a much smaller 

rate of increase. Because the anions used here are of similar size, there is no measurable 

difference in viscosity between salts with the same cation and different anions. Figure 4.2b, 

which shows the conductivity of the SE solutions normalized by the viscosity, illustrates 

of how the decrease in conductivity at high salt concentrations is a direct result of the 

increase in solution viscosity. After correcting for the change in viscosity, the conductivity 

as a function of concentration is identical for all of the salts. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: (a) Viscosity at T = 30 ± 1°C of DMDP+ and TBA+ solutions as a function 

of salt concentration. (b) Conductivity of the solutions normalized by the 

viscosity. 

(a) (b) 
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4.4 CHANGES IN VISCOSITY OF NITROBENZENE SOLUTIONS UPON ELECTROLYSIS 

After identifying the benefits of using DMDP+ salts as SEs in NB, the next step was 

to characterize the solutions as NB was electrolyzed, thereby simulating the operation of 

the Br2/NB RFB at different SOC. Although the RFB is the most efficient means available 

for electrolyzing large amounts of NB solution, the crossover of redox active species in our 

RFB cells is so substantial, up to 50% during the first cycle, that using it for a quantitative 

NB electrolysis experiment is not feasible. Therefore, we used a glass electrolysis cell with 

glass frits, as described in Section 4.2, which increased the ohmic resistance but also 

substantially reduced the rate of active species crossover. To further improve the current 

efficiency of the electrolysis, (TBA)2-C2O4 was used as the sacrificial reactant at the CE 

because oxidizing C2O4
2- produces CO2, which cannot be reduced at the WE. 

Before beginning the electrolysis, the WE electrode compartment was filled with a 

NB solution containing a concentration of SE equal to the concentration of NB-. that we 

wanted to produce. As NB is electrolyzed to NB-., the counter anions migrate to the CE 

compartment in order to maintain electroneutrality. After the electrolysis is complete, the 

end result is a solution of the SE cation + NB-. in pure NB with no other electrolyte. 

Although it is possible for cations to migrate from the CE compartment and pair with the 

counter anions in the WE compartment, we believe that such crossover is minimal due to 

the larger size of the cations compared to the anions and the natural tendency of the ionic 

strength of both solutions to equilibrate. NB-. could also cross into the CE compartment, 

and even small amounts of NB-., on the order of 10 mM or about 1 % of the total NB-. 

concentration, caused a change in the color of the CE solution. However, we only observed 

more than a few percent of crossover if the electrolysis was carried out over long periods 

of time (> 6 hours) or if the amount of NB-. produced exceeded the concentration of SE. 
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrate the increase in viscosity and corresponding 

decrease in conductivity, up to three times at 2 M NB-. concentrations, of the NB + SE 

solutions after NB electrolysis. If there was an increase in the conductivity of the 

electrolyzed solutions relative to the initial solutions due to NB/NB-. electron transfer, we 

might expect to see that increase after normalizing the conductivity by the viscosity. 

However, Figure 4.4b does not show any shift up to 2 M NB-. concentrations. Perhaps 

because some NB-. is forming ion pairs with the tetraalkylammonium cations8 and because 

the ratio of NB-. to NB is no greater than 1:5, compared to unity or greater at a disk 

electrode, the driving force for electron transfer is not enough to contribute to the bulk 

conductivity at the same order of magnitude as ion diffusion. 

 

Figure 4.3: Conductivity at T = 30 ± 1°C of DMDP+ and TBA+ solutions as a function 

of salt concentration in NB. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Viscosity at T = 30 ± 1°C of DMDP+ and TBA+ solutions as a function 

of salt concentration after electrolysis. (b) Conductivity of the solutions 

normalized by the viscosity. 

The change in viscosity represents an interesting scientific problem in its own right, 

and this effect has not been reported before for NB/NB-. system. Previous researchers 

performed NB electrolysis up to 0.2 M,8,9 at which point we begin to see a noticeable 

increase in the viscosity in our system, but perhaps not enough to warrant strong 

consideration. Only as the concentration of NB reaches 0.5 M or more does the gradual 

increase in viscosity become larger (> 0.5 cP) than our experimental error (± 0.2 cP, mostly 

due to temperature variance). At NB-. concentrations above 1.25 M, crystals begin to form 

and a thixotropic effect is observed, in which a solution that is left standing for at least 3 

or 4 hours becomes immobile until it is vigorously shaken or stirred. At NB-. concentrations 

above 1.5 M, a solution that is left standing becomes solid enough that it will not flow 

when its container is turned upside down. 

It is possible that some type of attractive interaction between NB and NB-. is 

causing this increase in viscosity, and the nature of that interaction could take on a couple 

of forms. One possibility is the so-called “π-stacking” phenomenon, a common feature of 

(a) (b) 
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aromatic systems in which interactions between a band of π-electrons and a positively 

charged σ-framework cause the molecules to stack and become less mobile.1 However, 

recent studies suggest that aromatic interactions are often more complex than the π-

stacking theory suggests and may involve direct interactions between the substituents on 

the aromatic rings and solvation effects.2 Another, perhaps more simple explanation, is that 

a strong ion-ion interaction between NB-. and the SE cation, which could be substantially 

different than the SE cation-anion interaction, is causing this effect. More evidence, 

perhaps UV/Vis spectroscopy of concentrated NB-. solutions, might offer more insight, but 

the pursuit of a solution to this problem extends beyond the scope of this work. The effect 

is not so great that it renders the Br2/NB RFB inoperable at high states of charge, and we 

were able to compensate for it by increasing the pump pressure in the negative electrolyte 

flow line in order to maintain a consistent flow rate, particularly at high concentrations of 

NB-.. Aside from this adjustment, we were able to test the prototype Br2/NB RFB without 

any changes to the cell design or departure from regular RFB operating parameters. 

4.5 APPLICATION OF SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTES IN THE BR2/NB RFB 

The final step in this study was to compare the performance of prototype Br2/NB 

RFBs utilizing TBA+ SEs and DMDP+ SEs. After the initial test shown in Figure 1.5 and 

before beginning these tests, we made two adjustments to the cell design. First, we 

electroplated the carbon paper for the positive electrode with Pt black, as described in 

Section 4.2. Although the Br-/Br2 mechanism study pointed to the possibility of improving 

the kinetics of the Br3
-/Br2 reaction without the use of a Pt catalyst, using Pt is still the most 

effective method for optimizing our prototype Br2/NB RFB. As shown in Figure 4.5b, the 

voltage efficiency improved to 60-70% in the optimized system, compared to less than 

20% in the initial test with carbon electrodes, despite an increase in the applied current 
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from 10 mA to 25 mA. This improvement is almost entirely a result of a lower activation 

overpotential thanks to the improved Br3
-/Br2 reaction kinetics. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: (a) Constant-current (25 mA) charge and discharge curves for the first 10 

cycles of the Br2/NB RFB with 100 mM TBA-Br3 as the positive redox 

species and 1.0 M TBA-BF4 SE. (b) Coulombic (red), voltage (black), and 

energy (green) efficiencies and normalized discharge capacity (blue) as a 

function of the cycle count. 

Our second change was to switch out the Nafion 112 membrane (25 µm width) with 

Celgard 2400 porous separators (also 25 µm width) and sandwich multiple separators 

together to make a 150 - 200 µm separator. Although the Celgard separators are very 

permeable - 43 nm average pore size, 41% porosity, and low tortuosity – they have 

excellent uptake of NB and promote the transfer of the large SE ions. The high mobility of 

Br2 and NB-. through the separator resulted in high crossover rates and a low columbic 

efficiency, ηq = 50% on the first charge and an average of 65% over the first ten cycles, but 

the higher conductivity through the separator allowed us to pass higher currents, from 25 

mA to 100 mA, while keeping the cell voltage in a practical range. Although the NB-. 

molecule is smaller than Br2 and has a lower diffusion coefficient in NB, the fact that the 

(a) (b) 
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charging curves are longer than the discharging curves from the previous cycle, usually 

about 20 - 25%, shows that NB-. crossover is the main reason for the capacity fade. 

Therefore, one way to improve the columbic efficiency would be to develop a negatively 

charged membrane that will promote cation crossover and limit NB-. crossover. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Charge and discharge curves for the first cycle of the Br2/NB RFB with 100 

mM TBA-Br3 and 1.0 M DMDP-Triflate SE (black) compared to the first 

cycle (from Figure 4.5a) with 1.0 M TBA-BF4 SE (red). The cell design was 

the same in both cases except that a 200 µm separator was used with the 

DMDP-Triflate solution and a 150 µm separator with the TBA-BF4 solution. 

iapplied = 25, Vhigh = 2.5 V (both solutions), Vlow = 1.0 V (TBA-BF4) or 0.8 V 

(DMDP-Triflate). 

After making these improvements and establishing the baseline performance 

characteristics with the TBA-BF4 solutions, we tested solutions containing DMDP-Triflate 

as the SE. We expected that the higher conductivity of these solutions would decrease the 
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ohmic losses in the RFB, leading to improved voltage efficiency if the same current was 

applied. Although we observed a decrease in overpotential during the bulk electrolysis 

experiments and during the first RFB charging cycle, the DMDP-Triflate solutions 

appeared to be unstable during RFB operation. The first charging curve does not show a 

mass-transfer limit (a sharp increase in cell voltage at the end of the electrolysis), and on 

discharging, the desired current cannot be maintained for more than a few hundred seconds 

(only a few percent of the charging time). Visual inspection and CVs of the charged 

solutions showed that almost complete electrolysis of Br3
- to Br2 and NB to NB-. had taken 

place during the charging cycle. Despite high concentrations of Br2 and NB-. in the 

solutions after the charging cycle, one or more of those species are prevented from reacting 

when the current is reversed, rendering the RFB inoperable. 

Three pieces of evidence point to blocking of the negative electrode, and 

consequently poor mass transfer of NB-. to the electrode surface, as the source of this 

problem. First and foremost, when the flow rate of each side was increased during 

discharging, the overpotential only decreased when the flow rate of the negative side was 

increased, even when that side was already flowing faster than the positive side. Second, 

more of the solution could be discharged if the discharge current was decreased, showing 

that the NB-. molecules are still present in the solution but are not reaching the electrode at 

a fast enough rate to sustain the desired current. Finally, CVs of DMDP+ solutions at a 5 

µm radius Pt UME frequently show a collapse in the steady-state current after a few 

seconds of scanning into the mass-transfer limited regime (less than -1.3 V vs. Ag QRE). 

Having noted all of this, it is still perplexing that there was no visible sign of a precipitate 

on the electrodes or a clear decrease in the flow rate due to blocking of the flow channels. 

In the end, a root cause for this problem was not found, nor did we have the time or 

capability to pursue further experiments that could point toward a solution. Despite the 
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improved conductivity and solubility of the DMDP+ salts compared to TBA+ salts, new 

salts that are stable in the presence of high concentrations of NB-. and that have even higher 

conductivities must be found in order to bring the Br2/NB RFB closer to practical RFB 

performance standards. 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

By utilizing a new class of salts containing the small asymmetric DMDP+ cation, 

we were able to achieve significant improvements in the conductivity of NB solutions 

while decreasing the solution viscosity. The DMDP+ salts are as soluble in NB as similar 

commercially available TBA+ salts, but their smaller size leads to smaller increases in 

viscosity at high salt concentrations. As a result, the solutions containing DMDP+ salts also 

have higher specific conductivities, up to seven times higher at 2 M concentrations. It was 

further hypothesized that as the NB solutions were electrolyzed, forming molar quantities 

of NB-., there would be enough electron hopping between adjacent NB and NB-. molecules 

to create a significant increase in the bulk solution conductivity. Instead, a large increase 

in the solution viscosity, up to three times after electrolysis of 2 M NB, causes a 

corresponding decrease in conductivity during NB electrolysis. Even after correcting for 

the change in viscosity, there is no evidence of any conductivity increase due to electron 

hopping as NB is electrolyzed. 

After initial testing and development of the prototype Br2/NB RFB using TBA-BF4 

solutions, solutions containing the novel DMDP-Triflate salt were tested. Although the 

improved conductivity of these solutions was evidenced by lower applied potentials during 

bulk electrolysis experiments and during charging of the RFB, the solutions of DMDP-

Triflate with NB-. appeared to be unstable during RFB operation. No visible precipitate 

was observed, but upon discharge, mass transfer of NB-. to the electrodes was clearly 
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limited, and the desired current level could not be maintained. In conclusion, NB solutions 

containing the new salts cannot be used as is in the Br2/NB RFB. Even if this problem were 

solved, NB + SE solutions with an order of magnitude higher specific conductivities, on 

par with the best nonaqueous solutions, must be found in order to bring the energy 

efficiency of the Br2/NB RFB closer to the 80% standard for established RFB technologies. 
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Appendix A: Voltammetry of the Br-/Br2 Reaction in Nitrobenzene 

Figure A1. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 5, 10, and 

20 mM Br- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. In all of the CVs that 

follow, the potentials are referenced vs. the TMPD/TMPD+. redox couple. 
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(b) 

(a) 

Figure A2.
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Figure A2. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 20 

mM, (b) 10 mM and (c) 5 mM Br- solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

For all of the CVs at scan rates ≥ 10 V/s, smoothing functions built into the 

CHI 660D software were used to correct for experimental noise. In most 

cases, a least-squares function was used, but in a few cases, especially at 60 

and 70 V/s, a Fourier transform function was used. 

(c) 
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Figure A3. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 5, 10, and 

20 mM Br- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. The potential window is 

expanded here to include the oxidation of Br3
- to Br2, whereas in Figures A1 

and A2, the potential is reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure A4.
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Figure A4. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 20 

mM, (b) 10 mM and (c) 5 mM Br- solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

The potential window in these CVs is similar to the window used in the CVs 

in Figure A3. 

(c) 
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Figure A5. CVs of Br3
- reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 2.8, 5.5, 

and 11 mM Br3
- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure A6.
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Figure A6. CVs of Br3
- reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 7.2 

mM, (b) 3.8 mM and (c) 2 mM Br3
- solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

(c) 
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Figure A7. CVs of Br3
- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 2.8, 5.5, 

and 11 mM Br3
- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure A8.
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Figure A8. CVs of Br3
- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 7.2 

mM, (b) 3.8 mM and (c) 2 mM Br3
- solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

(c) 
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Figure A9. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 4, 8, and 16 

mM Br2 solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure A10.
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Figure A10. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 13.5 

mM, (b) 7 mM and (c) 3.5 mM Br2 solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

(c) 
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Figure A11. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 4, 8, and 16 

mM Br2 solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. The potential window here 

is expanded to include the reduction of Br3
- to Br-, whereas in Figures A9 

and A10, the potential is reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure A12.
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Figure A12. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 500 V/s in (a) 13.5 

mM, (b) 7 mM and (c) 3.5 mM Br2 solutions on a 5 µm radius Pt electrode. 

The potential window in these CVs is similar to the window used in the CVs 

in Figure A11. 

(c) 
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Figure A13. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 6, 12, and 

24 mM Br- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius glassy carbon (GC) electrode. 
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Figure A14. CVs of Br- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 6, 12, and 

24 mM Br- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. The potential 

window is expanded here to include the oxidation of Br3
- to Br2, whereas in 

Figure A13, the potential is reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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Figure A15. CVs of Br3
- reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 3.8, 9, and 

14 mM Br3
- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. A software glitch 

prevented the collection of CVs above 0.5 V/s in the 3.8 and 9 mM 

solutions. 
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Figure A16. CVs of Br3
- oxidation at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 3.8, 9, and 

14 mM Br3
- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. A software glitch 

prevented the collection of CVs above 0.5 V/s in the 3.8 and 9 mM 

solutions. 
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Figure A17. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 2.5, 5, and 

10 mM Br2 solutions on a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. 
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Figure A18. CVs of Br2 reduction at scan rates ranging from 0.02 to 1 V/s in 2.5, 5, and 

10 mM Br2 solutions on a 1.5 mm radius GC electrode. The potential 

window is expanded here to include the reduction of Br3
- to Br-, whereas in 

Figure A17, the potential is reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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Appendix B: Simulations of the Br-/Br2 Reaction in Nitrobenzene 
 

 

Figure B1. CVs of Br- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s in 5 (black), 10 (red) and 20 

mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt electrode. In this figure and all 

subsequent figures, the solid lines are experimental data and the points are 

simulated data. 
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Figure B2. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 5 (black), 10 (red), and 20 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 5 µm radius 

Pt UME. The reaction mechanism used in these simulations is the same as in 

the simulations on 1 mm radius Pt electrodes. However, these models use 

different values for the resistance (R = 5 x 105 Ω) and the capacitance (C = 

2.0 x 10-11 F), as well as different values of some reaction parameters, most 

notably α3 and α4 (avg. value = 0.25) and ks,2 (avg. value = 0.17). The 

resistance and capacitance were determined using the best fit values for the 

simulations at 500 V/s because it was too difficult to accurately model the 

short transient response of the 5 µm radius UME. 
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Figure B3. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 5 (black), 10 (red) and 20 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt 

electrode. In these cases, the potential window is expanded to include the 

oxidation of Br3
- to Br2, whereas in Figures B1 and B2, the potential is 

reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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Figure B4. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 5 (black), 10 (red), and 20 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 5 µm radius 

Pt UME. The potential window in these CVs is similar to the window used 

in the CVs in Figure B3. 
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Figure B5. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 2.8 (black), 5.5 (red), and 11 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 1 mm radius 

Pt electrode. 
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Figure B6. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- reduction at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 2 (black), 3.8 (red), and 7.2 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 5 µm 

radius Pt electrode. 
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Figure B7. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 2.8 (black), 5.5 (red), and 11 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 1 mm radius 

Pt electrode. 
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Figure B8. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- oxidation at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 2 (black), 3.8 (red), and 7.2 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 5 µm 

radius Pt electrode. 
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Figure B9. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 4 (black), 8 (red) and 16 mM (blue) Br2 solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt 

electrode. 
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Figure B10. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 3.5 (black), 7 (red), and 13.5 mM (blue) Br2 solutions on a 5 µm 

radius Pt UME. 
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Figure B11. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 5 (black), 10 (red) and 20 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 1 mm radius Pt 

electrode. In these cases, the potential window is expanded to include the 

reduction of Br3
- to Br-, whereas in Figures B9 and B10 the potential is 

reversed before that reaction can occur. 
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Figure B12. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 0.05, 10, 100, and 500 

V/s in 3.5 (black), 7 (red), and 13.5 mM (blue) Br2 solutions on a 5 µm 

radius Pt UME. The potential window in these CVs is similar to the window 

used in the CVs in Figure B11. 
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Figure B13. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 6 (black), 12 (red), and 24 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. 
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Figure B14. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 6 (black), 12 (red), and 24 mM (blue) Br- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. In these cases, the potential window is expanded to include 

the oxidation of Br3
- to Br2, whereas in Figure B13, the potential is reversed 

before that reaction can occur. 
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Figure B15. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 3.8 (black), 9 (red), and 14 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. 
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Figure B16. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br3
- oxidation at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 3.8 (black), 9 (red), and 14 mM (blue) Br3
- solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. 
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Figure B17. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 2.5 (black), 5 (red), and 14 mM (blue) Br2 solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. 
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Figure B18. Experimental and simulated CVs of Br2 reduction at 20, 100, and 500 mV/s 

in 2.5 (black), 5 (red), and 10 mM (blue) Br2 solutions on a 1.5 mm radius 

GC electrode. In these cases, the potential window is expanded to include 

the reduction of Br3
- to Br-, whereas in Figure B17, the potential is reversed 

before that reaction can occur. 
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Appendix C: Additional Supporting Information 

 

Figure C1.  CVs of (a) 9 mM Br- oxidation and (d) 9.5 mM Br3
- reduction at 0.02 V/s on 

Pt UME (a = 25 µm), chronoamperograms obtained by stepping the 

potential from (b) 0.2 to 0.8 V for 100 ms in 9 mM Br- and (d) from 0.7 to -

0.7 V for 100 ms in 9.5 mM Br3
-, and (c) and (f) i(t)/iss vs. t-1/2 using the 

region marked in red i  n (b) and (e). 

(a) (d) 

(b) (e) 

(c) (f) 
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Figure C2. CVs of (a) 9.5 mM Br3
- oxidation and (d) 8 mM Br2 reduction at 0.02 V/s on 

Pt UME (a = 25 µm), chronoamperograms obtained by stepping the 

potential from (b) 0.5 to 1.3 V for 100 ms in 9.5 mM Br3
- and (d) from 1.1 

to 0.5 V for 100 ms in 8 mM Br2, and (c) and (f) i(t)/iss vs. t-1/2 using the 

region marked in red in (b) and (e). 

(a) (d) 

(b) (e) 

(c) (f) 
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Figure C3: (a) CVs in 5 mM Fc and TMPD solution at 0.02 V/s on Pt UME (a= 5 µm), 

and (b) i-t curves of Fc and TMPD oxidation (0.7 and 0.4 V was constantly 

applied for the Fc and TMPD oxidation, respectively) for 7000 s in the same 

solution. The instability of Fc led us to use TMPD as a redox mediator in the 

SECM experiments. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure C4: (a) TG/SC CVs at different d (7.64, 4.6, and 1.56 µm), Esub = 0.27 V,  v = 

0.02 V/s in 5 mM Br- + 0.1 M TEABF4 NB solution, and (b) corresponding 

Nss obtained from measuring iT, iS at Etip = 0.77 V in the TG/SC CVs vs. L. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure C5. (a) A plot of the transient response of a 1 mm radius Pt electrode after a 

potential step from 0 V to 0.05 V vs. Ag QRE in a solution of 5 mM TEA-

Br and 0.1 M TEA-BF4 in NB. (b) The same potential step was applied to a 

1.5 mM GC electrode in a solution of 6 mM TMPD and 0.1 M TEA-BF4 in 

NB. In both cases, the initial current response (red line) was modeled as an 

RC circuit using the linearized form of the equation i(t) = (ΔE/Ru) exp (-

t/RuCd) in order to calculate Ru and Cd. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure C6: Plots of total charge vs. t1/2 from double potential step chronocoulometry on 

a 1 mm radius Pt electrode (a.k.a. Anson plots). If the intercepts of the plots 

corresponding to solutions with Br- or Br3
- (blue and red lines) were greater 

than that of the background solution (black line), it would be a clear 

indication of adsorption of electroactive material. Instead, we see intercepts 

that are close to the background or less than the background (due to kinetic 

limitations). (a) potential step from 0.2 V to 1.1 V vs. Ag/Ag+ for 10 s  

oxidation of Br- to Br3
-; (b) reversal of the previous step, going from 1.1 V 

to -0.1 V for 10 s; (c) a potential step from 0.75 V to 1.45 V for 10 s  

oxidation of Br3
- to Br2; (d) reversal of the previous step, stepping from 1.45 

V to 0.7 V for 10 s. 

 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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Figure C7: Double potential step chronocoulometry on a 1.5 mm radius glassy carbon 

(GC) electrode, using the same solutions as in Figure S1. (a) potential step 

from 0.2 V to 1.1 V vs. Ag/Ag+ for 10 s  oxidation of Br- to Br3
-; (b) 

reversal of the previous step, stepping from 1.1 V to -0.4 V for 10 s; (c) a 

potential step from 0.75 V to 1.55 V for 10 s  oxidation of Br3
- to Br2; (d) 

reversal of the previous step, stepping from 1.55 V to 0.6 V for 10 s. 

  

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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Figure C8: Among the many permutations of reactions and parameters we used to try to 

simulate the Br-/Br2 reaction mechanism, we found one viable set of 

parameters other than the set that was used in this work. In this case, the 

equilibrium constant for the Br. dimerization reaction (Keq,2) is 3-4 orders of 

magnitude smaller than in our original parameter set. The result here is that 

the solution concentration of Br. is substantial, about 1/20 that of Br2. 

Because we could not identify a stable Br. species in solution through EPR 

or electrochemical means, we decided that a mechanism that minimized the 

Br. concentration was the most realistic. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 

Symbol Meaning Usual Units 

UES utility-scale energy storage  

MWh megawatt-hours 3.6 x 1012 J 

kWh kilowatt-hours 3.6 x 109 J 

PHES pumped hydroelectric energy storage  

CAES compressed air energy storage  

EES electrochemical energy storage  

RFB redox flow battery  

M molar concentration moles L-1 

Vohmic ohmic voltage loss V 

iapplied applied current A 

R resistance ohms or Ω 

SE supporting electrolyte  

IL ionic liquid  

RTIL room-temperature ionic liquid  

ηv voltage efficiency Vcharge/Vdischarge 

ηq coulombic efficiency Qcharge/Qdischarge 

ηe energy efficiency (ηe = ηv*ηq) Eout/Ein 

e- electron  

E1/2 half-wave potential V 

E0 standard redox potential V 

E0’ formal reduction potential V 

NB nitrobenzene  

MeCN acetonitrile  

SCE standard calomel electrode  
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NHE normal hydrogen electrode  

CV cyclic voltammogram  

LSV linear scan voltammogram  

TBA+ tetrabutylammonium cation  

TEA+ tetraethylammonium cation  

TEMA+ triethylmethylammonium cation  

DMDP+ dimethyldipropylammonium cation  

BF4
- tetrafluoroborate anion  

PF6
- hexafluorophosphate anion  

CF3SO3
- trifluoromethanesulfonate anion also called triflate 

Ep,a anodic peak potential in CV V 

Ep,c cathodic peak potential in CV V 

ΔEp peak splitting in CV V 

ip,a anodic peak current µA 

ip,a cathodic peak current µA 

ν potential scan rate V/s 

GC glassy carbon  

SECM scanning electrochemical microscopy  

THF tetrahydrofuran  

TMPD N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine 

a electrode radius µm 

T temperature °C 

WE working electrode  

RE reference electrode  

QRE quasi-reference electrode  

CE counter electrode  

UME ultramicroelectrode a ≤ 50 µm 
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D diffusion coefficient cm2 s-1 

iss steady-state current at a UME nA 

n number of electrons none 

t time s 

kf forward homogeneous rate constant M-1 s-1 or s-1 

kb backward homogeneous rate constant M-1 s-1 or s-1 

Keq equilibrium constant none 

k0 standard rate constant s-1 

ks heterogeneous rate constant s-1 

EC reaction 
an electron transfer step followed by a 

chemical step 
 

CE reaction 
a chemical step followed by an electron 

transfer step 
 

ET reaction electron transfer reaction  

atip tip radius µm 

asub substrate radius µm 

Etip tip potential V 

Esub substrate potential V 

iT normalized tip current (iT = itip/iss) nA 

iS normalized substrate current (iT = itip/iss) nA 

Nss collection efficiency iT/iS 

CVtip CV at the tip  

CVsub CV at the substrate  

tdiff diffusion time in SECM s 

d tip to substrate distance µm 

L normalized tip to substrate distance d/a 

PF positive feedback mode  

TG/SC tip generation/substrate collection  

Ru uncompensated resistance ohms or Ω 
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Cd  double-layer capacitance µF 

X-, X3
-, X2 generic halide, trihalide or halogen  

PCET proton-coupled electron transfer  

LCET ligand-coupled electron transfer  

pH - log [H+]  

σ conductivity mS cm-1 

K cell constant (d/A) cm-1 

η viscosity cP 

iapplied applied current during RFB operation mA 

Vhigh high voltage cutoff  V 

Vlow low voltage cutoff V 
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